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Dear Readers,
Aperio Intelligence is pleased to continue supporting its clients in these difficult times. Legal, compliance, security and risk professionals – who
constitute the Financial Crime Digest’s regular readers – are well-placed to guide their respective organisations on the evolving risk landscape
and help senior management teams devise effective responses.
Some of these challenges are immediate: for example, supply chain accessibility or sudden changes to government regulations or legislation.
Others may have longer-term impacts, particularly once the current crisis has passed, such as exploitation of the situation by state or non-state
actors for their own means. Short-term relaxation of financial crime controls or supervision may be deemed necessary now but could have
unforeseen consequences in the future.
Current circumstances might present opportunities for some, for example the acquisition of distressed assets. Though such opportunities may
seem financially attractive, inadequate integrity and commercial due diligence may lead to loss of value and unforseen future risks; such risks
may also include potential changes in government policy towards foreign investors.
Through its access to a substantial range of intelligence-gathering assets, including open sources and on-the-ground human networks, Aperio
Intelligence can support you by providing objective insight and analysis, whether situational or in relation to specific counterparties. Our
specialist regional teams can provide analysis on a range of topical issues, such as:
Ascertaining government responses to the crisis, how these impact different business sectors, and whether the response is shoring
up the popularity or legitimacy of governments;
The extent to which governments may be exploiting the virus for their own ends, such as crackdowns on popular dissent, enhanced
monitoring or movement tracking, subversion of sovereign controls, legal processes or safeguards;
If the current crisis causes government or regime change, how this may impact foreign investment and engagement;
The potential for and impact of subversive activity such as influence peddling, misinformation campaigns, espionage, infiltration,
expropriation or hostile corporate takeovers;
The impact of the crisis on multilateral co-operation and initiatives, including the fight against financial crime and climate change;
The extent of government reliance on the private sector for funding and the implications of this for local companies and foreign
investors;
The impact of the crisis on sanctions regimes, and sanctioned entities and individuals;
How non-state actors and terrorist groups may exploit the crisis for their own ends and how this could further disrupt the political
balance, particularly in already volatile and economically fragile countries;
How organized crime groups and other profiteers may be exploiting the crisis, and how the crisis may impact their influence and
operations.

If you would like to discuss any intelligence-gathering requirements, please contact us at +44 (0)20 3146 8900 or info@aperio-intelligence.com
and we will be pleased to assist you.
In the meantime, on behalf of Aperio Intelligence, I would like to extend my best wishes to you at this time.
Kind regards,
Adrian Ford, CEO, Aperio Intelligence
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Welcome to the latest issue of the Financial Crime
Digest, which provides a round-up of the most
notable financial crime developments from around
the world. The March issue also includes a special
feature on the landmark ruling by the UK Court of
Appeal dismissing Zamira Hajiyeva's appeal against
the Unexplained Wealth Order made against her.

info@aperio-intelligence.com

ENFORCEMENT

UK law firm Withers LLP rebuked by the SRA for
failing to provide AML training to employees
highlighted the shortcomings to the
firm in November 2018.
“The firm’s conduct was non-compliant
because all of its relevant employees
need to be aware of the relevant
anti-money laundering legislation […].
Notwithstanding the absence of regular
training, the firm did take some other
steps to make relevant employees
aware of the relevant anti-money
laundering legislation, and training has
now been delivered to all relevant
employees”, states the agreement.
The UK’s Solicitors Regulation

under the Money Laundering, Terrorist

Authority (SRA) published a settlement

Financing and Transfer of Funds

agreement on 16 March with law firm

(Information on the Payer) Regulations

Withers LLP, which has been rebuked

2017.

for failings related to its provision of
anti-money laundering training to
employees, which amounted to
non-compliance with its obligations

2

The regulatory settlement agreement
was concluded on 6 March. Withers
LLP has agreed to pay the SRA's
investigation costs of £1,350.

The compliance failings occurred over a
28-month period between 2017 and
2019, and continued even after the SRA

SRA regulatory settlement...
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Swedbank fined £330 million for breach of AML
regulations in Sweden and the Baltic states
ML controls in the Baltic region
despite being aware of suspected
ML in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
Swedbank AB failed to comply with
AML regulations in its Swedish
operations, due to shortcomings in
its risk classification of customers
and in its monitoring of transactions
Both the parent bank and its
Estonian subsidiary withheld
documentation and information
during the investigation
Swedbank AS failed to identify,

The Swedish financial supervisory

the bank’s compliance with Swedish

authority, Finansinspektionen (FI),

AML rules between April and November

announced on 19 March that

2018 started in November 2018, while

Swedbank AB has been fined SKR 4

the Estonian investigation regarding

billion (£330.7 million) for serious

Swedbank AS was carried out between

Swedbank AS’s organisational

deficiencies in its anti-money

April and November 2019.

framework failed to take into

and Baltic operations and for
withholding documents during the
investigation. In a parallel press
conference, the Estonian financial
supervisory authority (FSA) issued an
injunction forcing Estonia’s Swedbank
AS to take a number of measures to
address its ML/TF risks, including
changing its organisational structure
and reviewing its risk assessment
practices and reporting mechanisms.

According to the Estonian FSA, the
double jeopardy provisions in Estonian
law do not allow the imposition of a

investigations by Swedish and Estonian
regulators into the parent company
Swedbank AB and its Estonian
subsidiary Swedbank AS. The Swedish
probe which focused on Swedbank AB’s
management of the AML function in its
Baltic subsidiaries between 2015 and

conflicts of interest and had not
clearly defined all AML-specific
roles
Swedbank AS solutions to apply

its weak AML/CFT controls, but the

customer due diligence for new

bank will be fined between €32,000 and

clients and throughout the business

€100,000 per day for each individual

relationship were not designed to

breach of the requirements. In addition

mitigate ML risks

to this, Swedbank has been subject to a
criminal investigation in Estonia since
November 2019, which is focused on
evidence of money laundering and

Key findings
Swedbank AB had insufficient AML
risk awareness and insufficient

The solutions used by Swedbank AS
for reporting suspicious
transactions to the Financial
Intelligence Unit and reporting
operational risks to the FSA lacked
effectiveness
Swedish FI’s press releas...

processes, routines and control
systems to effectively manage the

Swedish FI’s decision on ...

ML risks

the first quarter of 2019 was launched

Swedbank AB failed to take

in April 2019. The Swedish inquiry into

appropriate measures to improve

3

risk appetite

financial penalty on Swedbank AS over

other financial crimes.
The action is the result of two separate

risks and had not properly set its

account ML, was subject to

laundering and countering terrorist
financing (AML) controls in its Swedish

assess or analyse all the ML/TF

Estonian FSA’s press rele...
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Betway fined in the UK for processing £5.8m in
suspected proceeds of crime
more than £494,000 over a period
of 1 year and 5 months, £300,000 of
which was over 5 months, and was
the subject of 18 reviews by the risk
and fraud team. Betway did not
carry out any checks to establish
the source of funds as the customer
failed to trigger any of the financial
thresholds in place at the time
A customer that the Commission
believes was unemployed during
their relationship with Betway
deposited £1.6m and lost more
than £700,000 over 3 years. Betway
The UK’s Gambling Commission

package of remedial measures,

relied on open source checks and

announced on 12 March that it has

including: an independent review of its

unverified information provided by

fined online gambling group Betway

policies and processes, a compliance

the customer regarding the

£11.6 million, the largest fine issued to

led review of all current UK customers,

company they worked for to

date, for social responsibility and

and an assessment of its top 25

establish the customer’s source of

money laundering failures relating to

customers by GGY and top 25

funds. The customer’s account was

seven high-spending customers, which

customers by deposit for 2015, 2016,

closed by Betway following

resulted in the processing of £5.8

2017 and 2018.

allegations from the customer the

million that “has been found, or could
reasonably be suspected to be,
proceeds of crime”.

funds they were gambling with did
Gambling Commission Executive
Director Richard Watson said, “we have
set tight deadlines for when we expect

The Gambling Commission’s

to see progress and if we do not see the

investigation identified an instance

right results then we will have no choice

where Betway accepted £8 million of

but to take further action”. The

deposits over four years from a

Commission’s press release also lists

customer, who lost £4 million and

several aggravating and mitigating

whose account was flagged as a

factors.

potential risk 20 times. On each
occasion, staff accepted the customer’s
word as evidence of their source of
funds and the probe found inadequate
management oversight when Betway’s
board of directors allowed the
customer to continue gambling after an
external report failed to establish the
source of funds.
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A customer deposited and lost
£187,000 in two days. Betway’s
AML threshold was triggered, and
open source checks were
undertaken by one of Betway’s third
party providers. Betway was
advised that the source of funds for
this customer had not been verified
and further checks should be

Chief Executive Anthony Werkman said

undertaken. A Betway employee

Betway “takes full responsibility for the

reviewed the information provided

small number of historic cases which

by the third party and decided no

have led to this settlement”.

further information was required

Some examples of the failings
identified include
A customer that held 11 separate

Betway has agreed to implement a

not belong to them

accounts with Betway deposited

Gambling Commission press...
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US charges Venezuela’s Nicolás Maduro and
high-ranking officials for ‘narco-terrorism’

The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 26

Two separate indictments target Venezuela’s Vice President

March that Venezuelan President Nicolás Maduro Moros

for the Economy Tareck Zaidan El Aissami Maddah,

and 14 other current and former Venezuelan officials have

Venezuela’s Superintendent of Cryptocurrency Joselit

been charged with running a "narco-terrorism" partnership

Ramirez Camacho, and businessman Samark Lopez Bello on

with the US-designated foreign terrorist organisation

sanctions evasion charges, and seven other former officials

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) since at

for Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), International

least 1999, which includes allegations of conspiring to

Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA) and Foreign

import cocaine into the US, corruption, money laundering

Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act violations.

and possession of weapons.
The US State Department’s Narcotics Rewards Programme
According to the indictment, Maduro together with the

announced that it is offering rewards of up to $15 million for

National Constituent Assembly President Diosdado Cabello

information leading to the arrest and/or conviction of Maduro

Rondón, former intelligence director Hugo Armando Carvajal

Moros, up to $10 million for information on Cabello Rondón,

Barrios and former military general Cliver Antonio Alcalá

Carvajal Barrios and Alcalá Cordones, and up to $5 million for

Cordones allegedly controlled the Cártel de Los Soles drug

details about Marín Arango.

trafficking organisation and caused Venezuela’s military,
intelligence, parliament and judiciary to facilitate the
trafficking of cocaine into the US. It is also alleged that they
agreed with FARC leaders Luciano Marín Arango and Seuxis
Paucis Hernández Solarte, also indicted, to relocate some of
FARC’s operations to Venezuela under the protection of the
drug cartel and used South Florida banks and real estate to
launder their drug trafficking proceeds.
In a separate development, Venezuelan Defence Minister
Vladimir Padrino Lopez was indicted on drug trafficking

According to Attorney General William P. Barr, the Venezuelan
regime “remains plagued by criminality and corruption”. The
US “will not allow these corrupt Venezuelan officials to use
the US banking system to move their illicit proceeds from
South America nor further their criminal schemes”, he added.
DOJ press release
US Attorney General statement

charges and Chief Justice of the Venezuelan Supreme Court
Maikel Jose Moreno Perez was accused of laundering bribery
proceeds from fixing criminal and civil cases in Venezuela.
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US Assistant Attorney General statement
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UK charities watchdog finds eight charities were
used for money laundering
years and nine months in prison for two

also revealed that the trustees failed to

counts of money laundering through the

implement adequate financial and

charities’ accounts, theft of £165,000

administrative controls and violated

and fraud. According to the UK

their reporting requirements as part of

Metropolitan Police, “Edward Cohen set

an “unscrupulous pattern of

up a pan-European operation selling

dishonesty”.

dangerous counterfeit medication to
thousands of unsuspecting people,
pocketing millions of pounds in the
process”.

The seven charities linked to Chabad
UK are Havenpoint Limited, Pikuach
Nefesh Limited, Worldwide Hatzala Ltd,
Ozer Dalim Limited, Mamosh Worldwide

The UK’s Charity Commission

The UK police found that £8.6 million in

Limited, Or Simcha and Havenport

published on 16 March the results of

illicit proceeds obtained from Austrian,

Worldwide, which are all focussed on

its inquiry into Chabad UK and seven

German, Swiss and French customers

the advancement of Orthodox Jewish

other linked charities, which has found

was diverted from the charities to

faith and religious education.

that the charities’ bank accounts were

foreign exchange accounts and £1.7

used to launder £9.7 million in

million was transferred to money

proceeds of crime from the sale of

service businesses. A number of the

counterfeit medication, between

charities’ bank accounts are currently

January 2012 and May 2014.

restrained by a court order under the

UK Charity Commission pre...
UK Charity Commission inq...

Proceeds of Crime Act and the
On 21 June 2019, Chabad UK Manager
Edward Cohen was sentenced to nine

Commission is still considering options

Guardian report on Edward...

to recover charitable funds. The inquiry

Former Rothschild CEO in Luxembourg banned
for 10 years over conduct failings
Luxembourg’s Financial Sector

The CSSF specified that Ambroisien,

professional integrity requirements” to

Supervisory Commission (CSSF)

who held the position of CEO, failed to

perform a role in the financial sector.

announced on 27 March that Marc

fulfil his obligations to ensure that the

Edmond de Rothschild was fined €9

Ambroisien, the former director of

credit institution had an obligation to

million in 2017 by the CSSF for

Edmond de Rothschild (Europe), has

set up a solid internal governance

AML/CTF failings. The bank stated in

been banned from any further financial

system and prudent risk management,

its annual report at that time that the

activity in Luxembourg for 10 years,

and breached his obligations to ensure

fine related to a possible fraud involving

due to serious shortcomings

that it respected its anti-money

Malaysia's 1MDB investment fund.

concerning the exercise of his function

laundering and counter-terrorist

as former authorised manager and

financing obligations. The

member of the board of directors of a

administrative measure states that

credit institution in Luxembourg.

Ambroisien “no longer fulfils the

6

CSSF administrative measu...
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US indictment accuses alleged drug trafficker of
bribing Honduran President Hernandez
The US Justice Department (DOJ)

to President Hernandez (subsequently

A US court convicted Tony Hernandez

announced on 3 March charges against

identified as ‘CC-4’) in exchange for

in October 2019 of drug trafficking and

Geovanny Daniel Fuentes Ramires for

protection from law enforcement

weapons violations related to his role in

allegedly bribing Honduras’ President

scrutiny and the provision of security by

the alleged scheme, in which multiple

Juan Orlando Hernandez, several

armed forces personnel for drug

organised crime groups in Honduras

politicians and police officers to allow

trafficking activities.

and elsewhere collaborated and were

the monthly production of hundreds of
kilos of cocaine in Honduras and the
trafficking of multi-tonne loads from
Colombia and other places to the
United States.

allegedly supported by prominent public
President Hernandez allegedly told
Fuentes Ramires to directly report to his

officials and private individuals between
2004 and 2020.

brother, former congressman Juan
Antonio Hernandez Alvarado (aka Tony

DOJ press release on Fuen...

Hernandez), who was managing drug
The complaint alleges that Fuentes

trafficking activities in Honduras.

Ramires paid a bribe of at least $25,000

Complaint on Fuentes Rami...

Switzerland's prosecutor general disciplined over
misconduct during FIFA corruption investigation
The Swiss Prosecutor’s Office

telling the truth”, “acting disloyally” and

account of his disloyal behaviour, which

Supervisory Authority (ASMPC)

“seriously” violating the conflict of

was considered a mitigating factor. The

announced on 4 March that the Swiss

interest provisions in the code of

ASMPC decision can be appealed. The

Prosecutor General Michael Lauber has

conduct. In addition, the report finds

disciplinary investigation against

been disciplined for allegedly taking

that Lauber obstructed the disciplinary

Lauber was launched on 9 May 2019

part in an undisclosed meeting with

investigation against him by

and, despite the probe being

FIFA President Gianni Infantino on 16

“intervening personally and directly” in

outstanding, he was reappointed as

June 2017, which interfered with the

the production of evidence during the

prosecutor general in September 2019.

five-year probe into corruption at FIFA

probe to ensure that some requests

that he was overseeing.

were “unlawfully rejected or
postponed”.

ASMPC decided to take eight percent
off Lauber’s salary for one year, for

The investigation did not identify any

breaching several of his professional

indications that Lauber received illegal

obligations, including “repeatedly not

financial or material benefits on

7

Press release
Decision on Michael Laube...
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US charges and sanctions Chinese nationals for
allegedly laundering $100m from crypto hack
the submission of doctored
photographs and falsified
identification documentation
Yinyin made 491 transfers from his
crypto exchange account to his
China Guangfa Bank account,
depositing a total of $34.5 million
from his money laundering
activities
Jiadong’s accounts at Agricultural
Bank of China, China Everbright
Bank, China CITIC Bank, CGB, China
Minsheng Bank, Huaxia Bank,
The US Justice Department (DOJ)

co-conspirators to launder funds stolen

unsealed on 2 March charges against

from four crypto exchanges, three of

Chinese nationals Tian Yinyin and Li

which were based in South Korea.

Jiadong for allegedly laundering
through accounts at cryptocurrency
exchanges more than $100 million
deriving from the theft of $250 million
from a North Korean hack of a crypto

In addition to the designations, OFAC
delisted two Russian entities,
Independent Petroleum Company (IPC)

Industrial Bank, Pingan Bank and
Shanghai Pudong Development
Bank received approximately 2,000
deposits from his crypto exchange
account, representing $32.8 million
in proceeds from his money
laundering activities

and its subsidiary AO

Yinyin used an account at a

NNK-Primornefteproduct (NNK-P),

US-based crypto exchange to trade

citing improvements to their sanctions

$1.4 million-worth of bitcoins for

The US Treasury Department’s Office of

compliance programmes after they

prepaid Apple iTunes gift cards, a

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

were designated in June 2017 under

known method of money laundering

simultaneously announced

Executive Order 13722 for shipping

designations of Yinyin, Liadong and

petroleum products to North Korea.

exchange in 2018.

several cryptocurrency addresses for
allegedly providing services and
support for “malicious” cyber-enabled
activities linked to North Korean actors
that facilitated sanctions evasion by
Pyongyang.

According to prosecutors
Yinyin and Liadong used

same day seeks to recover funds from
113 cryptoasset accounts and
addresses that were allegedly used by
the defendants and unnamed

8

unlicensed money transmitting
business and conducted financial
transactions involving the proceeds
of illicit activity

independent and linked
cryptocurrency accounts to conduct
significant transfers between each
other and third-party accounts from

A civil forfeiture complaint filed on the

Yinyin and Liadong operated an

2018 to April 2019
Multiple crypto exchanges’
know-your-customer (KYC) account
controls were circumvented through

Treasury Department’s pre...
OFAC sanctions notice
DOJ press release
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OFAC designates another Rosneft subsidiary for
shipping Venezuelan oil
The US Treasury Department’s Office

In conjunction with the action against

RTSA and TTI have been listed on the

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

the Rosneft subsidiaries, OFAC has

Sectoral Sanctions Identifications (SSI)

designated on 12 March TNK Trading

issued General License (GL) 36A

List pursuant to Directives 2 and 4

International S.A. (TTI), a Swiss-based

authorising certain activities necessary

under EO13662 under the

subsidiary of Rosneft Oil Company,

to the wind down of transactions

Ukraine-/Russia-related sanctions

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

involving RTSA or TTI until 20 May, and

programme since July 2014, July 2015,

13850, for operating in the oil sector of

two Venezuela-related Frequently

and March 2020. OFAC has clarified

the Venezuelan economy.

Asked Questions (FAQs).

that all wind down activities authorised
by GL 36A need to comply with any

According to OFAC, TTI helped broker

Two additional Venezuela-related GLs

the sale and transport of Venezuelan

have been issued, namely GL 15C

crude oil after the designation of

authorising transactions involving

Rosneft Trading S.A. (RTSA) on 18

certain banks for certain Venezuelan

February, in an attempt to evade US

entities and GL 16C authorising

sanctions. The two subsidiaries

maintenance of US person accounts

reportedly handled a large part of

and non-commercial, personal

Venezuela’s oil exports in 2019 and TTI

remittances involving certain banks.

bought almost 14 million barrels of

The two GLs replace and supersede GL

crude oil from Petróleos de Venezuela,

15B and 16B, both of which were dated

S.A. (PDVSA) in January.

5 August 2019.

applicable Directive 2 and 4
prohibitions.
OFAC press release
Identifying information
OFAC press release on RTS...

ECJ AG calls for Ireland and Romania to pay a
combined €4.5m over 4MLD delays
The European Court of Justice’s (ECJ)

the costs in the cases filed against

proceedings its request for daily penalty

Advocate General Tanchev proposed

them by the European Commission over

payments of €17,190 from Ireland in

on 5 March that the court impose

their purported failure to transpose the

Case C-550/18 and €21,974 from

lump-sum financial penalties of €1.5

European Union’s Fourth Money

Romania in Case C-549/18.

million and €3 million against Ireland

Laundering Directive (4MLD) by the 26

and Romania, respectively, for failing to

June 2017 deadline.

fulfil their obligations under the
European Union’s anti-money
laundering (AML) rules.

The Commission had asked the court to
impose lump-sum financial penalties of
€2.8 million and €4.5 million against

The EU's Advocate General also

Ireland and Romania, respectively, after

recommended that each nation cover

withdrawing during the course of the

9

AG Opinion - Ireland
AG Opinion - Romania
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US prosecutors accuse TCS Group’s founder
Oleg Tinkov of tax fraud
The US Justice Department (DOJ)

London for the duration of the court

alleged to have filed a tax return in 2013

announced on 5 March tax fraud

proceedings.

indicating a total income of less than

charges against Oleg Tinkov, the
founder of Russia-based Tinkoff Credit
Systems Group, for allegedly
concealing $1 billion in assets and
income from the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) when renouncing his US
citizenship in October 2013.

$206,000, as well as an Initial and
The indictment states that Tinkov
owned $1 billion worth of TCS shares
through a series of entities registered in
the British Virgin Islands at the time of

Annual Expatriation Statement
reporting his net worth as $300,000,
despite knowingly being the beneficial
owner of assets totalling $1 billion.

the company’s initial public offering
(IPO) on the London Stock Exchange,

DOJ press release

held on 25 October 2013. Three days
The London-listed TCS Group Holding

later, Tinkov renounced his American

PLC stated on 2 March that Tinkov, who

citizenship, which obligated him to

was arrested in the UK in late February

truthfully report the “constructive sale”

in response to US allegations that he

of his worldwide assets (including the

filed false tax returns, has been granted

gain on the sale of these assets) to the

bail and is expected to remain in

IRS. Instead of doing so, Tinkov is

DOJ indictment
TCS press release 6 March

US State Department designates new Islamic
State leader as global terrorist
The US State Department announced

predecessor organisation, Al-Qai’da in

property and interests in property

on 17 March its intention to designate

Iraq, and gradually progressed through

subject to US jurisdiction will be

the new Islamic State of Iraq and Syria

the ISIS ranks to become deputy amir.

blocked. In announcing the designation,

(ISIS) leader Amir Muhammad Sa’id

According to the State Department,

the US State Secretary Mike Pompeo

Abdal-Rahman al-Mawla as a Specially

Al-Mawla oversees the organisation’s

said: “We’ve destroyed the caliphate

Designated Global Terrorist (SDGT)

global operations and was involved in

and we remain committed to ISIS’s

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

the abduction, slaughter and trafficking

enduring defeat no matter who they

13224 prohibiting transactions with

of Yazidi religious minorities in

designate as their leader”.

persons who commit, threaten to

northwest Iraq.

commit or support terrorism, as
amended by EO 13886.

US State Department press...
As a result of the designation, US
persons are prohibited from engaging in

Al-Mawla was reportedly active in ISIS’s

10

transactions with al-Mawla, whose

US State Secretary’s stat...
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Uzbekistan Supreme Court sentences Gulnara
Karimova to 13 years in prison for corruption
Uzbekistan’s Supreme Court found the daughter of

Karimova reportedly offered to return $686 million to the

Uzbekistan’s former president, Gulnara Karimova, guilty of

Uzbek treasury in order to end the trial.

extortion, money laundering, racketeering and
embezzlement of public funds on 18 March, sentencing her
to 13 years and four months in prison.

Karimova was imprisoned in March 2019 for violating the
terms of her house arrest after receiving a five-year sentence
in 2017 for extortion and embezzlement relating to her

The Uzbek Prosecutor-General's Office stated in August 2019

attempts to secure shares in Uzbek telecoms operator

that the case against Karimova was linked to allegations that

Uzdunrobita. Prior to this, Karimova received a five-year

she illegally bought shares in two state-owned cement plants

sentence in 2015 for her role in a criminal organisation. She

at a low price that she later sold at an inflated rate to foreign

will now serve her new sentence of 13 years and four

businessmen. Five other defendants involved in the case

months, which will be calculated from August 2015.

have also been prosecuted.
Supreme Court announcement
In February, ahead of the conclusion of this latest trial,

Germany issues suspended sentences against
former UK bankers over cum-ex scheme
The trial comes after a years-long probe into the sham trades
that cost Germany more than €5 billion. The landmark trial is
seen as a key case for the banking industry and the
conviction potentially paves the way for further prosecutions
against the scores of global banks, hedge funds and
investors that profited from the scheme.
German prosecutors are reportedly investigating at least 600
individuals and 130 banks in connection with the illegal
scheme. Presiding judge, Roland Zickler, stated that the
cum-ex trades were illegal rather than simply exploitative of a
Two former London-based investment bankers, Martin

legal loophole and confirmed that there would be further

Shields and Nicholas Diable, were handed suspended prison

trials to come.

sentences by the Bonn district court on 18 March, and
Shields was ordered to pay a €14 million fine, for their role in
helping structure a massive tax fraud scheme, known as
cum-ex trading, which took advantage of a now-abandoned
method of taxing dividends, which prosecutors say resulted
in €400 million in losses to German state coffers.
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Bonn district court press release
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OFAC designates network of IRGC-linked front
companies and executives active in Iraq

The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets

and Trading Ltd, also known as Kosar Company, for

Control (OFAC) designated on 26 March a network of five

serving as a base for Iranian intelligence activities in Iraq

front companies based in Iraq and Iran and 15 officials and

under the IRGC-QF’s control

business associates, pursuant to Executive Order (EO)
13224, as amended, for providing support to the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF) and its
terrorist militias, smuggling weapons to Iraq and Yemen,
selling Iranian oil to Syria, and money laundering activities
through Iraqi front companies.

Iraq-based Al Khamael Maritime Services (AKMS),
involved in oil smuggling activities in violation of US
sanctions, its managing director and three other senior
representatives
Mada’in Novin Traders (MNT), based in Iran and Iraq, and
associated with multiple IRGC-QF officials

According to OFAC, some of the designated individuals
helped provide financial support to the Iranian regime and
enabled the IRGC-QF to fund terrorist militias such as Kata’ib
Hizballah (KH) and Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (AAH), by exploiting the

Iran-based Middle East Saman Chemical Company, for
maintaining an account at the designated Rashed
Exchange, used to convert currency for IRGC-QF

US waiver allowing Iraq to import energy from Iran. According

IRGC-QF officials Sayyed Yaser Musavir and Mehdi

to a press release from the State Department, the US “will not

Ghasemzadeh, deployed to Iran in support of various

tolerate profiteering by malign Iranian actors from

malign activities

transactions that take place under the sanctions waiver, and
we will remain focused on sanctioning those who do so for
the benefit of the IRGC-QF or other designated terrorist
groups”.

KH Special Operations Commander Shaykh ‘Adnan
Al-Hamidawi, involved in terrorist attacks against US
forces in Iraq and responsible for acts of intimidation
against Iraqi officials

OFAC’s designations include
The Reconstruction Organisation of the Holy Shrines in
Iraq (ROHSI), an IRGC-QF controlled entity based in Iran
and Iraq, its representatives Mohammad Jalal Maab and

OFAC press release
OFAC identifying information

Hassan Pelarak, as well as six other Iraq-based
associates
Iraq-based Bahjat al Kawthar Company for Construction
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SPECIAL FEATURE

‘McMafia’ order stands: UK Court dismisses the
appeal of Azerbaijani banker’s wife

By Anna Buch, Partner, Devonshires

London’s Bishop’s Avenue. This follows

into Part 8 of the Proceeds of Crime Act

Solicitors LLP

on from the recent landmark Court of

2002 (POCA) and these provisions

Appeal decision in the case of Zamira

govern their application. UWOs are

Hajiyeva v. NCA [2020] EWCA Civ 108.

investigative orders used where there

With Britain and the criminal justice

are reasonable grounds for suspecting

system facing challenging times, it is

that a respondent’s legitimate known

easy to forget the very recent

On 5 February 2020, in the first case of

developments in the NCA’s fight to

its kind, the Court of Appeal dismissed

curtail money laundering in the UK.

the appeal of Azerbaijani banker’s wife

Unexplained Wealth Orders (UWOs)

Zamira Hajiyeva and upheld the

also known as ‘McMafia Orders’ (after

decision of Supperstone J. refusing to

the TV show) were introduced to

discharge the UWO made against her.

facilitate investigations into origins of

Details of Mrs Hajiyeva’s case such as

funds and tackle criminals laundering

£16 million shopping sprees in Harrods

The four-part test requires the

their ill-gained profits through

have gained it notoriety and inspired

enforcement authority to show that:

purchasing lavish assets in the UK.

numerous headlines since the case first
came before the courts in early 2018,

UWOs were in the news earlier this
month when Nurali Aliyev – the

but even more interesting are the
possible implications of this decision.

income does not match his/her assets.
They can compel a respondent to
provide information about his/her
lawful ownership of assets and the
means by which it was obtained.

(i) There is a reasonable cause to
believe that the respondent holds any
property (362B(2)(a));

grandson of the former long-term
President of the Republic of

UWOs in brief

Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev and
son of the current Chairwoman of
Kazakhstan’s Senate – was fighting a
UWO made against his properties in
London reportedly valued at over $100
million, including a mansion on

13

(ii) That property is worth at least
£50,000 (362B(2)(b));

UWOs and Interim Freezing Orders
(IFOs) were introduced by ss. 1-2 of the
Criminal Finances Act 2017 (“the Act”),
which came into force on 31 January
2018. The Act inserted ss. 362A-362T

(iii) The respondent’s known income is
insufficient to have obtained the asset
(362B(3)); and

aperio-intelligence.com
(iv) The respondent is either:
A Politically Exposed Person (PEP),
a member of his/her family or close
associate; or
Reasonably suspected of being
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was argued before Supperstone J.

(ii) Whether the income requirement

who dismissed it and upheld the

was met in accordance with s362B(3)

UWO on 3 October 2018.

of POCA

Mrs Hajiyeva appealed and the main
issues for the Court of Appeal to decide
were:

somebody connected with such a

(i) Whether Mrs Hajiyeva was a family

person (362B(4))

member of a PEP in accordance with

reasonable excuse renders any property

argument that the NCA could not place
any reliance on her husband’s

“Involved in serious crime”; or

Failure to comply with the UWO without

The court rejected Mrs Hajiyeva’s

s362B(4)(a) of POCA

conviction for fraud in Azerbaijan
because his trial did not comply with
ECHR Article 6 rights (as demonstrated
by lengthy expert evidence during the
proceedings). The Court of Appeal said

subject to the order recoverable under

The first issue the Court of Appeal

that although an unreliable foreign

Part 5 of POCA and it will be for the

considered was whether Mrs Hajiyeva’s

conviction could in theory lead to a

respondent to rebut the presumption

husband, as a senior member of the

successful challenge to an UWO, it

that the property was obtained through

administrative management of the

failed in this case.

unlawful conduct.
A look at Hajiyeva’s case

Azerbaijani bank was ‘entrusted with
prominent public functions’. The court
held that it was not necessary to
consider who specifically entrusted Mr
Hajiyev with his powers. Simply by

The facts were as follows:

virtue of being a senior member of
management of a state-owned

Mrs Hajiyeva’s husband was former
chairman of an Azerbaijani majority
state-owned bank who following his

enterprise (outside the UK or EEA) he
was deemed to have been entrusted
with prominent public functions.

resignation was convicted in
Azerbaijan in 2016 on offences of
fraud and embezzlement. He was
sentenced to 15 years’
imprisonment and continues to
serve his sentence in Azerbaijan.
Mrs Hajiyeva who resides in London
was also wanted by Azerbaijani law
enforcement, but her extradition to
Azerbaijan was refused on Human
Rights grounds by Senior District
Judge Arbuthnot (Chief Magistrate).
Mrs Hajiyeva made an application
to discharge the UWO on the
grounds that she was not a PEP, the
statutory income requirement was
not met, the UWO wrongly
contained a penal warning, that the

her privilege against
self-incrimination as well as
spousal privilege and that in the
circumstances, the court should not
have exercised its discretion to
make the order. This application
14

ECHR breaches if the NCA also relied
on other evidence to demonstrate
reasonable grounds for suspecting that
Mr Hajiyev’s known sources of lawfully
obtained income were insufficient to
enable him to finance the property and
there was reason to suspect that he
was Mrs Hajiyeva’s only source of
income at the time the Kensington

The Court of Appeal
determined that Mr
Hajiyev was a
politically exposed
person by virtue of
his role as a senior
manager of a
state-owned bank
of Azerbaijan, to
which it applied a
broad definition

UWO was contrary to her Article 1
ECHR rights, that it was contrary to

It was not enough to show evidence of

property was purchased.
(iii) Whether the UWO offended Mrs
Hajiyeva’s right against
self-incrimination and/or spousal
privilege
Mrs Hajiyeva case was that UWOs
offended against spousal and
self-incrimination privileges. S362F(1)
of POCA provides that the response to
an UWO cannot be used as evidence in
criminal proceedings in the UK (unless
it falls within the exceptions under the
Act); however it does not protect
against self-incrimination in any foreign
proceedings, nor does it protect against
spousal privilege. The court did not

This wide approach could potentially

accept that either privilege should be

have huge implications for major

applied to Mrs Hajiyeva.

corporations and hedge funds with
substantial foreign state investments,

The Court of Appeal reiterated that any

as their directors will be PEPs.

protection against self-incrimination
only applies to criminal proceedings in

aperio-intelligence.com
the UK and the court was not satisfied
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an UWO have been met.

that there was any evidence of “a real
and appreciable risk” that she would be
prosecuted for offences in the UK. The
fact that Mrs Hajiyeva’s response to the
UWO could be used in proceedings
against her in Azerbaijan did not offend
privilege.
As for spousal privilege, the Court of
Appeal agreed with Supperstone J. that
by introducing the Criminal Finances
Act 2017, the UK Parliament must have
intended for the privileges to be
abrogated. The statutory powers of the
UWO to compel respondents to provide
information and documentation would
be negated if they could hide behind
privilege. The court considered the
possibility of proceedings in Azerbaijan
when looking at its discretion, but again
dismissed this point based on the facts
of the case.

is being applied by the NCA. Following
Aliyev, are all those connected to ruling

What’s next for UWOs?
Mrs Hajiyeva has appealed to the
Supreme Court and the decision in
Aliyev’s case is still pending. However, it
is fair to say that so far the courts have
shown that they are supporting the
NCA’s fight and are not prepared to
discharge UWOs lightly, making a
statement that Britain should no longer
be a safe haven for dirty money.

This is sending a
clear message that
the courts are not
about to be
sympathetic to
UWO respondents.

(iv) Whether Supperstone J. was wrong

families of foreign states going to be
potential targets? Are the NCA looking
carefully at who is making the reports
to them and could UWOs be used as a
tool to discredit opponents? It’s all too
soon to say.
Generally, there is growing panic among
honest investors that they may
unwittingly become the subject of a
McMafia order. Foreign investors are
concerned that they may find
themselves the subject of a UWO based
on dubious allegations that they would
need to challenge through the courts.
Perhaps care needs to be taken so that
honest investors are not being put off
from bringing their money into the UK.
Anna Buch is a Partner at Devonshires
Solicitors LLP. Anna specialises in all
aspects of white collar crime, money
laundering, asset tracing and

or disproportionate in exercising his

If we take a step back though, while the

confiscation. She also regularly advises

discretion to make the order given Mrs

NCA’s quest to ensure the UK is not a

foreign governments as well as

Hajiyeva’s circumstances

safe haven for dirty money is to be

individuals on extradition and

welcomed, judging by the Hajiyeva and

immigration matters.

The Court of Appeal stated that the

Aliyev case – the NCA are not targeting

discretionary ground could not succeed

the most obvious respondents. They

as a “‘sweep-up’ point” unless any of the

are not going after well-known crooks

other grounds succeeded, so did not

who settled in London having stolen

even consider it. Discretion cannot in

hundreds of millions, but the so-called

itself form the basis of a successful

‘second tier’ of respondent. The

appeal when all the statutory criteria for

question is whether enough discretion
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

UK's FIU publishes modern slavery high-risk
indicators for the accountancy sector
The UK’s Financial Intelligence Unit (UKFIU) in collaboration
with the National Crime Agency (NCA) published on 27
March a report on modern slavery and human trafficking in
the accountancy sector.

cleaning, car wash, nail bars, restaurants and agriculture
The existence of unusual business activity, in high-risk
industries, with unclear beneficial ownership
Business output not proportionate with the size and

The report provides details on the related high-risk indicators
and the jurisdictions that present the highest risks for both
victims and offenders, and notes that the highest risk areas
in the sector are audit and book-keeping services, insolvency,
payroll and tax compliance. In the case of suspicious

staffing levels and a lack of funds being invested in the
business
Companies claiming audit exemptions without meeting
the required criteria

behaviour where there are indications of modern slavery in

Unusual payment systems and financial flows, such as

relation to money laundering, industry representatives are

extended family involvement in the business or

encouraged to use a specific Suspicious Activity Report

undertaking complex financial transactions without a

(SAR) glossary code to improve analysis and fast-tracking of

clear rationale

the investigation.

High-risk indicators

Multiple payments from industry to the same account
and overlapping receipts, or payments diverted through
different countries

Cash-based businesses potentially being used to exploit
victims and pass unexplained funds through firms
utilising a low paid manual labour workforce, such as

NCA report

European Commission report on member state
transposition of the Market Abuse Directive
The European Commission published a report on 13 March

The report analyses the transposition of specific Articles

that assesses EU member states' compliance with the

from the Directive into national legislation, highlighting that

Market Abuse Directive, adopted in April 2014 to modernise

Article 5 for example, which deals with market manipulation,

and strengthen the EU rules on safeguarding market

is often not covered in national legislation with regard to the

integrity and investor protection, which finds that the

element of manipulation concerning ‘any other behaviour’

majority of member states have correctly transposed the

and/or ‘relating to spot commodity contracts’.

provisions of the Directive, but that a number of
transposition issues have occurred in several member
states, including in relation to the criminalisation of insider
dealing and the unlawful disclosure of inside information.

The Commission has initiated infringement proceedings
where issues of non-compliance have been identified.
EU Commission report
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UK’s OPBAS warns over AML enforcement gaps
in legal and accountancy sectors
The UK Financial Conduct Authority’s

accountancy PBSs in 2018/19, up from

OPBAS will be assessing PBSs’

(FCA) Office for Professional Body

9 and 85 fines respectively in 2017/18.

implementation of risk-based AML

Anti-Money Laundering Supervision

The average AML fine in the legal

supervisory approaches in 2020 and

(OPBAS) warned in an annual report

sector was £31,954 compared to £652

intends to update its risk assessment

published on 19 March that

in the accountancy sector.

of each PBS quarterly, having identified

supervisors in the legal and
accountancy sectors are not taking
enough action to address
non-compliance with AML rules.

marked improvements in governance
OPBAS also raised concerns over

arrangements by the end of 2019.

sector supervisors’ compliance with
AML information-sharing requirements,

Eighty-six percent of PBSs took a

noting that 28 percent of PBSs continue

risk-based approach to AML

The agency found that 41 percent of

to lack a secure system for storing data

supervision by 31 December, up from 9

professional body supervisors (PBSs)

and that 16 percent “continue to

percent the year before, and all PBSs

did not take “any kind of enforcement

question the value of

had set out internal accountability for

action for AML non-compliance” in the

intelligence-sharing systems”.

AML, up from 56 percent previously.

reporting period May 2018 to April
2019. Nine percent of PBSs “remain
reluctant” to publish enforcement
outcomes and only 14 percent have a
publicly available AML report.

The agency noted however that PBSs

FCA press release

using inter-organisational sharing
arrangements such as the Shared
Intelligence Service (SIS) and Financial

Report

Crime Information Network (FIN-NET)
Legal sector supervisors issued 11

have generally increased engagement

fines compared to 226 penalties by

and raised more intelligence flags.

Swedbank publishes AML compliance report
Swedbank published on 23 March a 218-page report

The bank disclosed on 11 March that it would be reporting to

disclosing that its Baltic subsidiaries in Estonia, Latvia and

US authorities more than 500 possible sanctions breaches

Lithuania processed between 2014 and 2019 €17.8 billion of

involving its Baltic branches, based on the findings of a

incoming and €18.9 billion of outgoing payments that posed

two-year investigation by law firm Clifford Chance into its

a high-risk of money laundering.

AML and sanctions compliance between 2007 and March
2019. Swedbank stated that it has strengthened its

The Swedish lender separately announced on 23 March that
it would not dispute the SEK 4 billion (£334 million) penalty
imposed by Sweden’s financial regulator Finansinspektionen

compliance programmes and is currently implementing an
anti-financial crime action plan comprising 152 initiatives as
at the end of January.

on 19 March over “large deficiencies” in its AML governance
in the Baltics. Swedbank also stated that, based on

Key findings:

information from regulatory probes in Sweden and Estonia, it
has cancelled the severance pay package of its ex-CEO
Birgitte Bonnesen, who was ousted in March 2019, and has
decided against making claims against her.
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AML controls
Swedbank and its Baltic subsidiaries had “inadequate”
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systems and controls that created “significant” AML and
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Governance, disclosures and accountability

sanctions risks, primarily from the Estonian branch’s
onboarding of high-risk non-resident (HRNR) clients
offboarded by another bank in 2015 over money
laundering risks

Between January 2007 and March 2019, Swedbank’s
senior management failed to establish clear lines of
AML-related responsibilities and its CEOs “appeared to

Swedbank Estonia accepted HRNR clients from

lack an adequate appreciation for the severe risk” posed

jurisdictions including Malta, Cyprus, Luxembourg and the

by the Baltic operations’ HRNR business, given the

UK without verifying the legal entities’ ultimate beneficial
owner (UBO), source of funds or business purpose, or
addressing red flags arising from complex and opaque
ownership structures involving offshore entities and
foreign trusts
Swedbank Estonia employees involved in the HRNR
business withheld certain information regarding the UBO
of some clients from the bank’s customer databases and
stored the information in hard copy in a safe or locked
drawer
Swedbank Estonia employees “repeatedly overlooked or
disregarded” indications of potentially suspicious
transactions; some of these practices were also identified
in the lender’s other Baltic subsidiaries
Some of the high-risk customers that banked primarily in
the Baltics were permitted to open and maintain accounts
at Swedbank’s business areas in Sweden – Large
Corporates and Institutions (LC&I) and Swedish Banking;
all of these customers have since been offboarded
US sanctions compliance

“consistently ineffective” AML controls
The bank failed to adopt a group-level AML risk appetite
statement until 2017 or to take steps to ensure
consistency of approach in risk rating customers across
business lines
Serious AML control deficiencies identified during the
12-year period were not escalated in a timely manner to
the board or shared with the group internal audit (GIA)
function or the relevant Baltic subsidiary’s managers
Swedbank did not always take an “actively transparent
posture” with Swedish and Baltic regulators regarding
AML-related issues, sometimes “de-emphasised”
negative information and occasionally employed a
“narrow or literal reading” of certain requests
In October 2018 and February 2019, certain public
statements by Swedbank and its executives concerning
Swedbank’s AML compliance and exposure to certain
types of AML risk were “inaccurate or presented without
sufficient context”
The three former CEOs who served between January
2007 and March 2019, the board and certain employees

Between March 2014 and March 2019, Swedbank’s Baltic

contributed towards Swedbank’s “failure to recognize and

subsidiaries processed 582 transactions totalling

manage the significant legal and reputational risks”

approximately $4.76 million that potentially breached US

posed by its HRNR portfolio in the Baltic subsidiaries

sanctions against Iran, Cuba or Crimea

Employees responsible for the perpetuation of AML

Between December 2014 and December 2016, Swedbank

issues included senior managers at Swedbank and its

Latvia processed 507 payments totalling $4.26 million

Baltic subsidiaries, HRNR client relationship managers

involving three offshore-based shipping companies

and members of the customer approval committee in

whose owner (an individual) sent 410 of these payments

Estonia; Swedbank has since ended the employment of “a

from an IP address in Crimea on their behalf after the US

number of” these employees

imposed sanctions against Crimea on 19 December 2014
None of the subject transactions involved any persons

Swedbank press release on report publication

listed by the US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) and nearly all of them occurred

Report

prior to 2017, the year that the Baltic subsidiaries
implemented an automated payment screening solution
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European Union’s draft Brexit agreement calls
for AML measures in UK freeports
On 18 March, the EU Commission sent
the UK a 440-page draft agreement for
a new partnership with the EU that

Proposed anti-financial crime
measures include

curbing harmful tax practices
Exchanges of information about
security of emerging technologies,

includes provisions for law

Obligations for persons storing,

enforcement and judicial cooperation

trading or acting as intermediaries

in criminal matters and measures to

in the trade of high-value works of

prevent money laundering and terrorist

art through freeports, free trade

Cooperation on diplomatic

financing.

zones, art galleries or auction

responses to malicious cyber

houses to comply with AML rules

activities by sharing best practices

internet governance, cybersecurity
and cybercrime

and cooperating on practical

The EU’s executive body proposed in a

Requirements for obliged entities to

separate 16-page document provisions

apply risk-based customer due

for future cooperation on foreign policy,

diligence (CDD) to new and existing

security and defence.

Compliance with Financial Action

customers

Task Force (FATF) standards

The draft text stipulates that the UK and
EU will cooperate on sanctions,
including in “global fora” such as the

actions

Implementation of beneficial
ownership requirements for entities,

EU press release

trusts and other legal arrangements

United Nations Security Council (UNSC),

Requirements for the UK and EU to

through “dialogue and exchange of

maintain levels of protection

information”.

against tax avoidance and to

Draft agreement
Draft foreign policy, sec...

reaffirm their commitment to

GRECO finds further significant progress is
needed in Ukraine’s efforts to tackle corruption
The Council of Europe’s Group of

re-booting the National Agency for

procedure, without sufficient

States against Corruption (GRECO)

Corruption Prevention (NACP) that

discussion, and without adequate

published its fourth round evaluation

entered into force in October 2019

involvement of all stakeholders and

report on Ukraine on 26 March, which
notes that although some laws
addressing its recommendations were
passed by the previous parliament,
most were apparently abandoned after
a new parliament was elected in July
2019. The country has satisfactorily
enacted five of 31 recommendations.

Findings and recommendations
GRECO welcomes the new law on

19

The re-criminalisation of illicit

genuine public consultation

enrichment, the strengthening of

Further significant material

protections for whistleblowers, and

progress is necessary to

the removal of financial disclosure

demonstrate that an acceptable

powers against civic activists are all

level of compliance with the

seen as positive steps

recommendations and effective

While the Ukrainian Parliament had
adopted measures to enhance
transparency, a large number of
laws have recently been considered
and adopted through a fast-track

implementation has been achieved
GRECO report
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Brookings report identifies high-risk nations for
illicit financial flows from Africa
US-based policy thinktank Brookings

investment (FDI) and official

Illicit financial flows as a

Institution published on 2 March a

development assistance (ODA), but

percentage of trade exceeded 50

report identifying trends in illicit

emitted $1.3 trillion in illicit financial

percent in São Tomé and Príncipe

financial flows from Africa based on

flows

and Sierra Leone

South Africa, the Democratic

Ethiopia and the Republic of the

Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia and

Congo are among the top 10

Nigeria emitted over 50 percent of

emitters of total illicit flows and the

the total illicit financial flows from

top 10 emitters of illicit flows as a

Africa

percent of trade

the Middle East are major destinations

Among the top 10 emitters of illicit

China hosted 17 percent of all

for illicit financial flows from Africa,

flows, nine countries attributed a

estimated illicit flows from

significant portion of total exports

sub-Saharan African countries,

to natural resources: mining

while the US hosted 9 percent, the

business taxes and customs duties.

products in South Africa, the

UK 5 percent and India 5 percent

Key findings for the period
1980-2018

Botswana and Zambia; and oil and

trade misinvoicing and
balance-of-payments discrepancies
between 1980 and 2018.
Researchers determined that emerging
and developing economies in Asia and

with the funds likely deriving from
efforts to evade trade restrictions,

Sub-Saharan Africa received nearly

Democratic Republic of the Congo,
gas in Nigeria, the Republic of the
Congo, Angola, Sudan and
Cameroon

Brookings report overview
Brookings report

$2 trillion in foreign direct

Asset management sector lacks robust cyber
strategies, finds Irish Central Bank
The Central Bank of Ireland published
on 10 March the findings of its
inspection of cybersecurity risk
management at Irish investment firms
and fund service providers, to assess
the extent to which such companies
have implemented the standards
required by the Central Bank’s 2016
Cross Industry Guidance in respect of
IT and cybersecurity risks.

2016 remain outstanding.

Key shortcomings

response and recovery plans are
either incomplete or not tested
regularly

Firms fail to provide effective

All firms reported on cybersecurity

oversight of Group or third-party

risks, but risk indicators were found

cybersecurity service providers and

to be inadequate, and overly

tailor Group policies to their

focussed on qualitative indicators

specificities
IT asset inventories do not capture

Central Bank press releas...

the complete IT estate and do not
The findings letter notes that despite

classify assets by their business

some good progress by some firms,

criticality

many of the weaknesses identified in

Many cybersecurity incident

20

Central Bank letter
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North Korea reportedly exporting sand to China
in violation of UN sanctions
The US-based Centre for Advanced

over 97 percent had a Romanised

sand-dredging rights should be

Defence Studies (C4ADS) published on

Chinese name and over 96 percent

monitored by the international

3 March a report that claims to have

transmitted a maritime mobile service

community to disrupt illicit activity and

evidence that a large fleet of Chinese

identity (MMSI) number matching a

effectively enforce the sanctions

vessels has been engaged in sand

China flag registration. In addition, none

against North Korea. UN Security

dredging operations in North Korea’s

of the identified profiles had an

Council resolution 2397 of 22

Haeju Bay between March and August

International Maritime Organization

December 2017 prohibits North Korea

2019, which was then transported back

(IMO) number, revealing an attempt to

from the supply, sale or transfer, directly

to China, in violation of UN sanctions

obscure the vessels’ ownership and

and indirectly, of “earth and stone

on North Korea.

management information.

including magnesite and magnesia
(Harmonised System code 25)”, which

By analysing satellite imagery and

According to the report, the North

Automatic Identification System (AIS)

Korean sand shipment activity is

data, C4ADS concluded that 112

“unprecedented in its scale and

vessels originating from China made at

coordination” and “showcases the

least 1,563 round trips to Haeju Bay,

boldness and impunity with which

sometimes operating in convoys, which

sanctions evasion networks operate,

suggests the actions were coordinated.

even under close scrutiny”. The report

Of the 279 AIS profiles under review,

adds that the sale of sand or

reportedly includes sand.
C4ADS study
UN Security Council resol...

Europol report on Covid-19 related criminality
Europol published a situational report

well as profit from an increasing

on the impact of Covid-19 on the

number of attack vectors as

criminal landscape in the EU on 27

employers move to remote working

March, which covers four main areas –

and allow connections to their

cybercrime, fraud, counterfeit and

organisations’ systems

substandard goods, and organised
property crime.

Key findings

21

Fraudsters are exploiting the
increase in Covid-19 related
anxieties and have adapted
telephone fraud schemes and

Criminals are using the Covid-19

supply scams to play on these

crisis to carry out social engineering

anxieties. Europol is investigating a

attacks such as fake

€6.6 million transfer between two

coronavirus-related emails to

companies for the purchase of

distribute malware packages, as

alcohol gels and FFP3/2 masks

which were never received
Between 3 and 10 March, over
34,000 counterfeit surgical masks
were seized as part of
Europol-supported Operation
PANGEA
Perpetrators are operating medical
staff impersonation scams in order
to gain access to private homes to
carry out organised burglaries
Europol report
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Independent reviewer advises UK government to
update terrorism proscriptions list
The UK’s independent reviewer of

ensure they automatically lapse after a

humanitarian activities, noting that aid

terrorism legislation, Jonathan Hall QC,

set period. Under his proposals, the

agencies and banks may be deterred

called in an annual report published on

secretary of state would be given the

from engaging in certain transactions

19 March for the government to reduce

option to extend an order before its

because of the criminal prohibition in

the impact of proscriptions on

expiry and parliament would gain a

proscription legislation.

humanitarian transactions, noting that

bigger role in proscriptions by having

the UK has “little excuse” for failing to

the option to annul such extensions.

keep its list of proscribed
organisations up to date.

He also noted that his upcoming review
of the UK sanctions regime will include

The report also raised concerns over

recommendations that the licencing

whether aid agencies are availing of

regime be made “as user-friendly as

The report notes that previous

their option to obtain prior consent for

possible” to ensure aid agencies

independent reviewers have repeatedly

transactions that would otherwise

correctly file applications.

criticised the absence of a requirement

amount to terrorism financing offences

for the UK government to review its list

under the Terrorism Act 2000.

of organisations believed to be involved
in terrorism and that the list’s authority
depends upon being up to date.

Hall recommended that the UK attorney
general issue prosecutorial guidance on

Overview
Report

overseas aid agencies and proscribed
Hall recommended that time limits for

groups to ensure counter-terrorism

proscription orders be introduced to

laws do not stifle legitimate

UK’s NCA publishes SARs Reporter Booklet
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

According to the NCA, over 470,000

published on 31 March the UK

SARs were submitted to the FIU in

Financial Intelligence Unit’s (FIU) SARs

2018-19.

Reporter Booklet, which outlines law
enforcement agencies’ (LEAs)
feedback on the use of SARs to
encourage the sharing of best practice
among participants of the regime.

Summary
SAR intelligence helped an
investigation into an organised
crime group (OCG) involved in ML
through business accounts and

The FIU’s review of LEAs case studies

instigated an inquiry into the

demonstrates that Suspicious Activity

suspicious purchase of property

Reports or SARs have helped instigate
and support investigations of money
laundering (ML), drugs crime, fraud and
other organised crime offences.

22

high-value fraud offences
Other SARs prompted
investigations of suspected
mortgage and boiler room fraud,
some of which are still ongoing
SARs have also assisted the
identification of illicit
cryptocurrency, the flow of illicit
money and ML techniques and
provided support to an organised
immigration crime (OIC) probe

A series of Defence Against Money
Laundering (DAML) reports helped
identify large scale ML, drugs and

NCA SARs Reporter Booklet
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FATF mutual evaluation report on Mali warns of
significant terrorist financing risks
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on 9

The intelligence coordination framework on terrorism

March a mutual evaluation report (MER) on the

appears to be effective but the TF component is not fully

effectiveness of Mali’s anti-money laundering and

integrated

countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) measures

The supervisory authorities for insurance and capital

at the date of the on-site visit in March 2019 and the level of

markets have not yet adopted an appropriate

compliance with the FATF Recommendations.

methodology and supervisory tools to carry out
risk-based AML/CFT supervision

The report highlights that Mali has significant terrorism

Off-site AML/CFT supervision within the banking sector

financing (TF) risk from local and foreign terrorist groups, of

are conducted regularly but on-site visits are rare

which the authorities have only a moderate understanding.
The use of cash and non-regulated money transfer services

The financial intelligence disseminated to the

remains a preferred means for terrorists, including for

investigative and prosecutorial authorities, originating

recruitment and radicalisation purposes. According to the

mainly from banks, has not resulted in a significant

report, financial Institutions have a good understanding of

number of ML/TF prosecutions

their AML/CFT obligations, but other sectors, including
money transfer services and foreign exchange dealers, fail to

Mali makes moderate use of its legal framework for the

effectively implement AML prevention measures.

freezing, seizure and confiscation of criminal assets

Other findings

FATF press release

The country's 2013-2015 AML/CFT strategy has not yet
been updated

FATF MER report on Mali

Nigerian PEPs suspected of graft linked to 200
Dubai properties, according to Carnegie report
The Carnegie Endowment for

42-page report that Nigerian PEPs face

International Peace published on 19

few obstacles or consequences for

March a report which claims that

transferring large quantities of “pilfered

Nigerian politically exposed persons

public funds” to the UAE and laundering

(PEPs) have ties to at least 800 Dubai

it through Dubai property.

properties worth more than $400
million and that approximately 200
properties are linked to individuals
investigated, prosecuted or convicted
by Nigerian anti-corruption authorities.

23

The report calls on the Nigerian
government to create an interagency
investigative panel to scrutinise
financial transfers between Nigeria and

Financial institutions in Nigeria and the

Dubai over the past 10 years and to flag

UAE “do not appear to be reporting”

suspicious transactions that may have

large or otherwise suspicious

been ignored or overlooked.

transactions by PEPs and authorities
“do not appear to be” regularly

The global thinktank states in the

the US-based thinktank.

investigating such reports, according to

Report
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US to issue global sanctions advisories on the
shipping industry, new RICS signatories

David Peyman, head of the US State Department’s counter

entities across the energy supply chain, “holding everybody in

threat finance and sanctions division, announced in a

that chain responsible”.

speech on 9 March that officials will soon issue a “global
maritime sanctions advisory” recommending that each
vessel’s AIS transponder records, which provide location
history, be checked by flag registries, financial institutions
and insurance companies to ensure vessels are not
financing terrorism or violating international sanctions.

In addition, Peyman announced that St Kitts and Nevis,
Comoros, Honduras and Palau have signed up to the Registry
Information Sharing Compact (RISC), under which
counterparty flag registries inform each other of decisions to
de-flag ships over sanctions violations. Other countries are
currently in negotiations to sign up to the RICS agreement,

It would be “appropriate” for service providers to the maritime

which was initially signed by Panama, the Marshall Islands

sector to obtain information on the ultimate beneficial owner

and Liberia.

and individual principals that own and control an entity that
ultimately benefits from a vessel obtaining a flag, Peyman
said. It would also be “appropriate” to determine if
counterparties have sanctions compliance policies “that are
as robust as yours should be”.

Beyond the shipping industry, Peyman warned that US
authorities may “ramp up” sanctions against Venezuela by
targeting secondary actors located outside of Venezuela, or
sectors and areas not yet sanctioned, that help to undermine
democratic processes in Venezuela, support the Maduro

US officials will not only continue to aggressively enforce

regime or undermine President Juan Guaido.

sanctions against private sector actors or governments but
also “look towards enforcing them in a strategic way” in an
approach similar to the September 2019 designation of
Chinese shipping company COSCO over Iran sanctions
violations, which Peyman noted was “designed to send a
message” across the industry.
Peyman also announced that officials will soon issue an
advisory on plans to designate entities that store Iranian oil,
petrochemicals or refined petroleum in violation of US
sanctions, “no matter where they are”. The guidance will
outline possible enforcement actions over breaches by
24

In addition, Peyman noted that there are opportunities to
“expand the scope of our sanctions” against Iran and that the
US will continue to work with European nations in responding
to myriad security threats outside of the nuclear context
through the use of sanctions.
David Peyman speech
OFAC FAQ on COSCO sanctions
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UK’s National Crime Agency publishes latest
issue of SARs in Action
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

Intelligence Sharing Expert Working

activity when exchanges and wallet

published on 16 March the latest issue

Groups (ISEWGs), formed in partnership

providers become regulated. According

of its Suspicious Activity Reports

with the National Economic Crime

to Gleeson, the main criminal use of

(SARs) in Action magazine, which

Centre (NECC), have already

cryptocurrencies is paying for illicit

includes detailed information about

contributed to an increase in SARs and

commodities and services online, in

financial technologies (FinTech) and

have helped improve collaboration

particular on the dark web. Criminals

virtual assets and provides an overview

between professional body supervisors,

are increasingly starting to request

of the Financial Conduct Authority’s

AML supervisors and law enforcement.

ransom in cryptocurrency in kidnap

(FCA) Office for Professional Body
Anti-Money Laundering Supervision
(OPBAS).

cases, with a recent case involving a
On the regulation of cryptocurrencies,

demand for €9 million.

NECC Senior Officer Craig Gleeson
states that the introduction of new UK

According to OPBAS Senior Associate

rules will lead to a major increase in the

Kate Carpenter, the two new

detection and reporting of suspicious

NCA SARs in Action, Issue...

Norges Bank investment fund in talks with 14
major banks on enforcement of AML policies
Norges Bank Investment Management

reportedly told Bloomberg that Danske

Group AG was subject to

(NBIM) published on 3 March its

Bank A/S was also asked to provide

incident-based dialogue due to

responsible investment report for

detailed information on its AML

corruption risks in 2019.

2019, which presents the results of its

policies. According to Ihenacho, the Oil

assessment of 2,296 companies’

Fund will be paying attention to the

sustainability reporting based on

banks’ culture in fighting financial crime

standards set by the fund, including on

and to the role of technology in

anti-corruption and anti-money

protecting against ML.

laundering (AML).

NBIM is the world’s largest wealth fund,
with an overall market value of $1.1
trillion. Its anti-corruption expectation
document was issued in 2018 and
revised one year later to include clear

On anti-corruption, NBIM assessed 250

standards for the companies the fund

According to the NBIM Chief Corporate

companies in 2019 and found that 31

invests in, including on AML internal

Governance Officer Carine Smith

percent of them had weak or very weak

policies and procedures.

Ihenacho, the fund launched in 2019 a

reporting. European companies and

dialogue with 14 banks that are highly

firms in the telecommunications, oil

exposed to money laundering risks, due

and gas and basic materials sectors

to the nature of their products and

were generally more open about their

services. The purpose of the dialogue

anti-corruption work. In 2019, three

was to understand how banks are

companies were excluded due to

addressing and mitigating the money

violations of ethical norms and Petroleo

laundering risks. The report mentions

Brasileiro SA was removed from

that Citigroup Inc and Swedbank are

observation for corruption risks. The

among the banks and Ihenacho

report also mentions that Credit Suisse

25

NBIM press release
2019 responsible investme...
Bloomberg report
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

UK to impose ‘economic crime levy’ on regulated
firms to fund AML reforms
The UK Government's HM Treasury

The newly appointed Chancellor of the

announced on 11 March plans to

Exchequer Rishi Sunak also announced

impose an “economic crime levy” on

in his Budget for 2020 plans to allocate

banks and other firms subject to the

£14 million to Companies House to

Money Laundering Regulations to “help

support its work in tackling financial

fund” the government’s efforts to

crime.A consultation on the economic

combat financial crime and deliver

crime levy, which will be additional to

reforms set out in its July 2019

ongoing public sector funding, is due to

Economic Crime Plan.

be published later this spring.

UK Budget overview
UK Budget 2020
UK economic crime plan (J...

UK’s OBR questions Treasury’s projected £4.7bn
revenues from tax crimes crackdown
UK Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi

The OBR stated that the yield from

confirming they are “appropriately

Sunak announced on 11 March plans to

previous HMRC measures to tackle

registered for tax”

raise an additional £4.7 billion through

offshore tax avoidance and evasion,

measures to tackle tax avoidance and

which include voluntary disclosures,

evasion by 2024-25, with £4.4 billion of

information exchange agreements and

this projected to come from investing

penalty regimes, was “highly uncertain”

in new technology and additional

given the “paucity” of reliable data and

compliance officers for HM Revenue &

the tendency for individuals engaged in

Customs (HMRC).

these activities to seek “alternative
opportunities”.

The Office for Budget Responsibility
(OBR) stated in an economic and fiscal

Measures announced

Seeking views in the spring on the
wider application of tax
conditionality, whereby businesses
must demonstrate good tax
compliance to obtain government
awards or authorisations
Legislating to prevent
non-compliant businesses from
wrongly claiming tax refunds under
the Construction Industry Scheme

outlook report published on 11 March

Creating a national intelligence

that it assessed the uncertainty of the

sharing hub to help HMRC officials

Treasury’s costings for its new tax

Publishing a consultation paper

combat the illicit tobacco trade

with options for promoting supply

evasion and avoidance policies as
being between “high” and “very high”.
The independent fiscal watchdog rated

Publishing a consultation paper on
stronger penalties for tobacco tax

the anticipated returns of the Treasury’s

evasion

planned investments in HMRC to

Ensuring through the Finance Bill

improve tax compliance as having
“medium-high” uncertainty.

2020-21 that licence renewals for
taxis, minicabs and scrap metal
dealers are conditional on

26

chain due diligence in the
construction industry
Budget 2020
OBR report
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Swedbank discloses 500+ potential breaches of
US sanctions against Crimea
salaries and operational costs for a vessel whose owner and
operator are located in Crimea, which is subject to broad US
economic sanctions.“This shows that the bank’s process for
know your customer, transaction monitoring and internal
governance and control have had shortcomings,” Jens
Henriksson, President and CEO of Swedbank, said in a
statement.
Clifford Chance published on 23 March a report on the
findings of its two-year assessment of Swedbank’s
anti-money laundering (AML) and sanctions compliance
Swedish lender Swedbank disclosed on 11 March that its

programmes, historical responses to previously identified

Baltic subsidiaries potentially violated US sanctions against

deficiencies, and internal and external disclosures.

Crimea on more than 500 occasions and that it will be
reporting the possible breaches to the US Treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC).

Swedbank stated that “extensive work” is ongoing to remedy
AML “shortcomings” and that it has taken “further measures”
to prevent sanctions breaches. At the end of January, the

An investigation by law firm Clifford Chance into Swedbank’s

bank had 152 initiatives remaining in its anti-financial crime

clients, transactions and activities from 2007 to March 2019

action plan.

identified approximately $4.8 million-worth of potential US
sanctions violations through 586 transactions, of which 95
percent were processed from 2015 to 2016.
The probe determined that 508 transactions handled by

Swedbank press release on potential US sancti...
Swedbank press release on Clifford Chance rep...

Swedbank’s Baltic subsidiaries constituted payments of

UN human rights chief calls for the easing of
sanctions to help health workers fight Covid-19
The UN High Commissioner for Human

According to Bachelet, sanctions on

information, accept offers of

Rights, Michelle Bachelet, stated on 24

other countries with weak health

international humanitarian assistance

March that broad sectoral sanctions

systems, such as Cuba, North Korea,

and allow international organisations to

against countries facing the

Venezuela and Zimbabwe, also need to

carry out their work without restrictions.

coronavirus pandemic, including Iran,

be re-assessed, where obstacles to

should be eased or suspended to help

importing medical supplies and

avoid the collapse of their healthcare

sanctions over-compliance by banks

systems and to support local efforts to

will impact vulnerable communities.

uphold human rights.

Bachelet called on the countries subject
to sanctions to provide transparent

27

UN Office of the High Com...
UN press release
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UK Government responds to MPs report on the
human rights agenda and sanctions policy
The UK House of Commons’ Foreign

violations or abuses anywhere in the

tests to ensure they are backed by

Affairs Committee published on 6

world and does not aim to target

robust evidence which can be defended

March the UK Government’s response

individual countries. In order for the UK

in court. The FCO confirms that there

to its November 2019 report entitled “A

to be able to impose autonomous

are dedicated Senior Responsible

cautious embrace: defending

sanctions under the Sanctions Act, the

Officials (SROs) working for the

democracy in an age of autocracies”,

government is currently working to

Department, who regularly take part in

which provides details on the UK’s

finalise secondary legislation, including

coordination meetings across

plans to establish an autonomous

the criteria for enforcing sanctions

government, but a special SRO role

global human rights sanctions regime

against individuals and entities, in order

within the FCO overseeing overall

after EU exit.

to lay it before parliament for adoption.

sanctions policy and implementation
will be considered.

According to the Foreign &

To ensure designations reach their

Commonwealth Office (FCO), the UK’s

maximum impact, the government will

human rights sanctions regime would

not confirm who may be targeted under

hold accountable those responsible for

the new regime. In addition, all

committing serious human rights

designations will be subject to legal

UK Government response to...
House of Commons second r...

EU to launch naval mission Operation Irini to
monitor Libya arms embargo
German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas

states to respect the UN arms embargo,

Mediterranean to replace Operation

announced on 26 March that the EU

to halt the influx of foreign fighters into

Sophia. To become final, the launch of

Permanent Representatives Committee

Libya and refrain from other

the new operation will need to be

(Coreper) has provisionally agreed a

destabilising actions. He reaffirmed the

formally endorsed by the Council, most

day to deploy the new naval mission

EU member states’ support for the

likely on 3 April.

Operation Irini in the central

Berlin Process, which includes the EU’s

Mediterranean to stop the flow of

new Common Security and Defence

weapons and fighters to Libyan war

Policy Operation Irini.

actors, monitor the UN arms embargo
on Libya and implement the Berlin
Libya Conference outcomes.

The decision follows the political
agreement reached by the EU Foreign
Affairs Council (FAC) on 17 February on

On 27 March, EU High Representative

launching a new aerial, satellite and

Joseph Borrell called on all UN member

maritime operation in the

28

German Foreign Minister s...
EU High Representative st...
Permanent Representatives...
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UN adopts resolution to crack down on illicit
trade of rough diamonds
legitimate governments.

conflict diamonds, where they
operate and their beneficiaries

Resolution A/74/L.39 contributes to the
broader agenda of the Kimberley
Process of regional cooperation, which
aims to enhance the scheme’s
implementation in Central Africa, with

strengthen implementation of a global
diamond certification scheme and
called for the full enforcement of

Greater support for

Democratic Republic of the Congo,

best practices, capacity-building

Member countries called for

and compliance with the scheme’s
minimum requirements
UN press release

An updated definition of conflict
diamonds

sanctions targeting the illicit trade of

Creating a distinction between

rough diamonds to prevent their

fraudulent diamonds and conflict

exploitation for terrorism financing,

diamonds

arms trafficking and overthrows of

producer countries

diamond-producing countries on

Cameroon.
adopted on 3 March a resolution to

Kimberley Process certification to

an initial focus on Angola, the
Congo, the Central African Republic and
The United Nations General Assembly

The return of diamonds without

UN resolution A/74/L.39
Outcomes of last plenary ...

Identification of the actors behind

Israeli Bank Hapoalim expects to pay $870m to
settle US tax evasion probes
Israel Bank Hapoalim announced in a

required to pay a total of $870 million.

Governors of the Federal Reserve.

According to the negotiations, Bank

In addition to this, the regulatory filing

Hapoalim would sign a deferred

explains that as per the request of the

prosecution agreement with the DOJ,

Israeli Banking Supervision Department,

concerning the bank's activities and

Bank Hapoalim's board will establish an

business with US clients. The

independent committee, which will be

Switzerland-based subsidiary of Bank

led by former Justice of the Supreme

Hapoalim would sign a plea agreement

Court Professor Yoram Danziger. The

with the DOJ, which would refer to Bank

committee will assess the managerial

Hapoalim Switzerland’s activities and

procedures that allowed such activities

business with its US clients. In addition,

to take place and make any necessary

Bank Hapoalim would sign a consent

recommendations.

regulatory filing on 18 March that it
may soon enter into agreements with
the US authorities with regard to the
ongoing tax evasion investigations
over allegations that the bank helped
customers evade US taxes, if the said
authorities – the US Department of
Justice (DOJ), the New York
Department of Financial Services
(NYDFS) and the Federal Reserve –
agree to settle their investigations.
Bank Hapoalim states that based on
indications from the US authorities, in
order to end the probes it would be

29

order with the NYDFS and agree on
enforcement activities with the Board of
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FATF guidance on digital identity systems

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published on 6
March a guidance paper on digital identity, intended to
assist governments, regulated entities and other relevant
stakeholders in understanding how digital ID can be used
when applying a risk-based approach and conducting
certain customer due diligence (CDD) checks under FATF
Recommendation 10, in order to strengthen global
anti-money laundering/counter the financing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) efforts.
The guidance paper provides details on the FATF’s CDD
standards, the benefits and risks of digital ID systems for
AML/CFT compliance and conducting CDD checks, as well as
a list of case studies and an overview of US and EU digital

According to Section III of the guidance, the
application of CDD requirements in the context of
digital ID systems needs to consider the following
elements
Using digital ID systems to conduct CDD relies upon
technology and adequate governance processes that
provide assurances that the system produces accurate
results
Non-face-to-face customer identification that relies on
digital ID systems with appropriate risk mitigation
measures in place presents a standard or lower level of
risk

assurance frameworks and technical standards. The FATF

Ongoing authentication of an onboarded customer using

guidance includes a list of recommendations for national

digital ID systems will help link the customer’s identity to

governments and regulated entities on using digital ID.

their financial activity, to support ongoing due diligence

Different jurisdictions should consider the FATF guidance in

and transaction monitoring

connection with their domestic digital ID assurance
frameworks.
According to the FATF, the key requirements for applying a
risk-based approach to using digital ID for CDD are to
understand the assurance levels of the digital ID system; and

If permitted by the jurisdiction, a regulated entity could
rely on another regulated entity to conduct CDD, subject
to certain conditions
FATF press release

assess whether the ID system is appropriately reliable and
independent in light of the ML/TF risks. The guidance is
non-binding and technology-neutral and has benefitted from
a consultation with the private sector.

30

FATF guidance on digital ID
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Draft EU action plan to introduce new global
human rights sanctions regime
impunity for human rights violations

growing threats to democratic

and support transitional justice

processes, climate change, the misuse

worldwide by developing a new

of digital technologies and the

horizontal EU global human rights

intimidation of human rights defenders

sanctions regime.

and journalists around the world.

In addition, the EU commits to engaging

To foster more efficient EU

more with the private sector on

decision-making on human rights and

upholding human rights, anti-corruption

democracy, the legislative package

measures and best practices on

includes a joint proposal to the EU

corporate social responsibility, due

Council and Parliament to move from

The European Commission (EC) and

diligence and accountability. The plan is

unanimous to qualified majority voting

the EU High Representative Josep

also designed to assist corruption

on issues falling within the scope of the

Borrell issued on 25 March a joint

prevention measures by public

Action Plan.

communication and a draft EU Action

administration, parliaments,

Plan on Human Rights and Democracy

independent media and civil society

for 2020-2024, setting out the EU’s

globally.

priorities for the next five years on
defending human rights, democracy
and rule of law throughout its external
action. If agreed by the European
Council, the new Action Plan will fight

Unlike the previous action plan, the new
plan aims to tackle the most serious
challenges to date, including the

EC press release
EC Q&As
EU External Action Servic...

weakening of the rule of law and

US court rules Baptiste and Boncy were unfairly
convicted of FCPA violations, orders retrial
On 11 March, a US federal court

granted on the basis of “ineffective”

having to play an “outsized role at trial

ordered a new trial for Joseph Baptiste

legal assistance from his trial counsel

rather than pursue his preferred

and Roger Richard Boncy after finding

Donald LaRoche. The court found that

defense strategy for his own client”.

they were unfairly convicted in June

LaRoche’s performance “fell below an

2019 for allegedly conspiring to bribe

objective standard of reasonableness

Haitian officials for a state contract, in

under the circumstances” and was

violation of the Foreign Corrupt

“prejudicial” to Baptiste.

Practices Act (FCPA). Baptiste was
also convicted of allegedly conspiring
to commit money laundering.

stated: “The Court simply cannot
conclude that [the] Defendants received
a fair trial”.

Boncy’s motion for a new trial was also
granted because of “prejudice he
experienced due to LaRoche’s

Judge Allison Burroughs stated that

ineffective assistance” to Baptiste,

Baptiste’s motion for a new trial was

which resulted in Boncy’s counsel

31

In her conclusion, Judge Burroughs

Court ruling
DOJ press release on conv...
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EU supports Iran and Venezuela to counter US
sanctions in the context of Covid-19
EU High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security

the sale of food, agricultural goods and medical devices by

Policy Josep Borrell stated after the EU Foreign Affairs

US persons to Iran. However, the statement claims that Iran

Council meeting on 23 March that, in addition to the €20

has rejected the offer of humanitarian aid from the US. In

million in EU humanitarian aid allocated to Tehran, the EU

addition to this, the US government urges Iran to return stolen

will support Iran and Venezuela’s requests for financial

humanitarian assistance to the Iranian people to help combat

support from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to help

the coronavirus outbreak.

the two countries deal with the impact of US sanctions in the
context of the coronavirus pandemic.

In responding to a parliamentary question on the impact of
Iran sanctions on the country’s ability to fight Covid-19, the

According to Borrell, it is the EU’s view that the Joint

UK’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) Minister of

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) should remain alive,

State James Cleverly confirmed on 23 March that the UK has

hoping that Iran will return to full compliance if sanctions are

provided to Iran, together with France and Germany, financial

lifted. He also underlined that no humanitarian aid supplier

and material assistance of €5 million via the World Health

will be affected by the US sanctions on Iran. In addition,

Organisation and other UN bodies to help counter the impact

Borrell said that the new military operation to enforce the UN

of coronavirus.

arms embargo in Libya could be launched by the end of
March provided that all pending disagreements across the EU
member states are solved.
On 23 March, the US State Department published an
Iran-related "Covid-19 disinformation factsheet", which states
that US sanctions are not preventing aid from getting to Iran,

EU Council press release
EU Foreign Affairs Council video conference
EU High Representative’s remarks

given the “broad” authorisation system in place that permits

Rosneft sells all Venezuelan assets to unnamed
Russian state-owned company
Russian oil business Rosneft

Petromiranda and Petrovictoria, as well

13662 on Ukraine/Russia-related

announced on 28 March the sale of all

as oil-field services companies,

sanctions.

its Venezuelan assets to an unnamed

commercial and trading operations.

Russian state-owned company and the
termination of its operations in
Venezuela.

Rosneft press release
The US Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
designated Rosneft Trading SA (RTSA)

The concluded transaction covers all of

and its chairman Didier Casimiro on 18

Rosneft’s interests in its Venezuelan

February for operating in Venezuela’s oil

businesses, including joint ventures

sector after previously listing Rosneft

Petromonagas, Petroperija, Boqueron,

Oil Company through Executive Order
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OFAC press release on RTS...
Treasury page on Ukraine/...
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UK's FCA outlines expectations on client identity
verification amid Covid-19
Firms can
Seek third party verification of identity to corroborate
information provided by the client
If possible, make use of due diligence carried out by
others, such as the client’s primary bank account provider,
and ask commercial providers who triangulate data
sources to verify the documentation provided
Gather and analyse additional data to triangulate the
evidence provided by the client, such as geolocation, IP
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) issued on 31
March a Dear CEO letter to firms providing services to retail

addresses, verifiable phone numbers, and carry out
additional checks once movement restrictions are lifted

investors, which provides details on the Covid-19 related

Verify phone numbers, emails and/or physical addresses

flexibility in relation to client identity verification obligations

by sending codes to the client’s address to validate

under the Money Laundering Regulations (MLRs) 2017.

access to the accounts

In the current context, the FCA expects firms to continue to

FCA Dear CEO letter

comply with their obligations on client identity verification
and carry out checks remotely, in line with the MLRs and the
Joint Money Laundering Steering Group guidance.

European Banking Authority calls for ‘pragmatic’
AML supervision during Covid-19 pandemic
The European Banking Authority (EBA)

priorities and plans in a “pragmatic

money laundering and terrorism

issued a statement on 31 March calling

and risk-sensitive way”, such as by

financing risks

on AML authorities to set expectations,

temporarily postponing

adjust supervisory approaches and

non-essential onsite inspections,

help financial institutions mitigate

conducting virtual meetings and

financial crime risks during the

inspections, or extending

Covid-19 pandemic.

submission dates for AML/CFT

Remind firms to continue

questionnaires

monitoring suspicious transactions,

The EBA gave examples of new money
laundering techniques and channels
likely to emerge amid the global crisis.

The EBA calls on authorities to
Adjust supervisory activities,
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Work closely with banks, FIUs and
law enforcement agencies to
identify and raise awareness of new
money laundering and terrorism

Ensure financial institutions remain
alert to evolving ML/TF techniques
and update their risk assessments

paying particular attention to
customers and financial flows in
sectors impacted by the economic
downturn and mitigation measures

financing typologies
Share information on emerging

EBA press release
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UNSC renews mandates of North Korea panel of
experts, Somalia assistance mission
The United Nations Security Council

panel’s mandate by 26 March 2021. The

Extend until 30 June the mandate of

(UNSC) unanimously adopted via a

UNSC also issued statements on 31

the UN Assistance Mission in

videoconference four resolutions to

March confirming the extension of

Somalia (UNSOM) following its

maintain work in Somalia, Darfur and

UNSOM’s mandate until 30 June, the

expiry on 31 March (resolution

North Korea and to protect

maintenance of UNAMID’s current troop

2516/2020)

peacekeepers, according to tweets by

and police ceilings until 31 May 2020

diplomats on 30 March.

and the adoption of a resolution calling
on member states that host

On 31 March, the UNSC confirmed in a
statement that it had extended until 30
April 2021 the mandate of the panel of
experts assisting the committee

peacekeeping missions to better

Improve the safety and security of
UN peacekeepers (resolution
2518/2020)

protect UN personnel.
UNSC press release on res...

Resolutions were adopted to

overseeing sanctions against North

Renew the mandate of the North

Korea. The Council also decided that

Korea committee’s panel of experts

the panel’s mandate applies to

by one year following its expiry on

sanctions measures imposed in 2016

24 April, with interim and final

and 2017 and confirmed that it intends

reports due in September 2020 and

to review and possibly extend the

March 2021 (resolution 2515/2020)

UNSC resolution 2515/2020
UNSC press release on res...

United Nations launches panel to identify gaps
in anti-financial crime efforts
The President of the United Nations

the proceeds of crime, money

Identifying gaps, impediments and

(UN) General Assembly, Tijjani

laundering and the recovery and return

vulnerabilities in the design and/or

Muhammad Bande, announced on 2

of stolen assets.

implementation of international

March the launch of a 15-member
panel dedicated to addressing gaps,
loopholes and vulnerabilities in
international efforts to combat illicit
financial flows.

institutional and legal frameworks
The FACTI Panel, which comprises 15
members drawn from policymakers,
academia, civil society and the private
sector, is expected to produce an
interim report in July 2020 and a final

The High-level Panel on International

report with recommendations in

Financial Accountability, Transparency

February 2021.

and Integrity for Achieving the 2030
Agenda will explore what further action
is needed by governments and financial
institutions to address financial and
beneficial ownership transparency, tax
evasion and avoidance, bribery and
corruption, confiscation and disposal of

34

related to financial accountability,
transparency and integrity
Proposing measures to strengthen
existing mechanisms, standards,
commitments and frameworks
UN speech

The Panel’s objectives include
Reviewing current challenges and
trends related to financial
accountability, transparency and
integrity

FACTI Panel press release
FACTI Panel formation det...
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UK NCA issues amber alert on South Sudan
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

purposes, for bypassing financial

Uganda, before reaching UK

published on 6 March an amber alert

sanctions or engaging in other illegal

institutions

on the illicit finance risks relating to

activity, such as human rights abuses.

South Sudan, warning members of the
UK’s regulated sector and other firms
of the red flags associated with South
Sudanese politically exposed persons
(PEPs) using the UK’s financial system
to launder or hide the proceeds of
corruption and to evade sanctions.

The NCA alert includes a list of red
flags related to corrupt foreign PEPs,
based on the Financial Action Task
Force’s (FATF) guidance on PEPs. The
NCA requires UK companies,
particularly financial institutions, real
estate agencies, accountants, lawyers,

Misappropriating state assets and
engaging in money laundering,
embezzlement of state funds or
corruption and abusing
international corporations and
financial institutions to redirect
government resources for their own
profit
Using the funds held in foreign

According to the UK government, South

notaries, company and trust formation

Sudan remains one of the most fragile

agents, private schools and providers of

economies in the world, affected by a

luxury goods, to consider these risks

third countries in order to launder

severe humanitarian crisis and

when undertaking business in order to

illicit gains

entrenched high-level corruption by

identify suspicious activity and carry

both government and opposition public

out legitimate transactions.

NCA press release

Key typologies associated with
South Sudanese corrupt PEPs

NECC amber alert on South...

officials.
South Sudanese corrupt PEPs usually
use their family members, associates
and enablers to access the international
and UK financial system for illicit

Abusing regional banking facilities,

accounts to purchase real estate in

FATF guidance on PEPs (Ju...

including through Kenya and

Egmont Group and World Customs Organization
publish handbook on AML/CFT cooperation
The Egmont Group and the World

for national security vis-à-vis illicit

Smuggling and concealment of

Customs Organization (WCO)

finance and money laundering activities

currency, currency equivalents,

published the “Customs – FIU

and aims to promote cooperation as a

gems and precious metals

Cooperation Handbook” on 27 March

mechanism for more effective

to promote cooperation between

disruption of cross-border money

Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs) and

laundering and terrorism financing

Money or value transfer systems

customs services to effectively disrupt

activities.

and alternative remittance systems

Trade-based money laundering

cross-border money laundering and
terrorism financing.

The handbook highlights common

Egmont Group handbook

anti-money laundering challenges and
The handbook states that close

provides recommendations to customs

collaboration between customs

services and FIUs.

services and FIUs is a force-multiplier
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The recommendations concern

Egmont Group press releas...
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US representatives call on the EU to sanction
Yevgeny Prigozhin and his companies
Eleven members of the US House of

The US Treasury Department’s Office of

and two companies, for conducting

Representatives wrote a letter to the

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

“information warfare against the US” by

EU Ambassador to the US Stavros

designated PMC Wagner, also known as

seeking to interfere in the US political

Lambrinidis on 24 March, asking the

the Wagner Group, on 20 June 2017,

system, including the 2016 presidential

EU to impose sanctions on Russian

pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13660,

elections.

national Yevgeny Prigozhin for serving

for its involvement in the conflict in

as an agent “of malign Russian

Ukraine. Prigozhin was designated in

influence around the world” on behalf

December 2016 pursuant to EO 13661

of Russia’s President Putin.

for materially assisting senior officials
of the Russian Federation and in March

According to the letter, Prigozhin, acting
primarily through the Wagner Group
private military company and the
Internet Research Agency LLC (IRA),
was allegedly involved in Russia’s illegal
military invasion of Ukraine’s Crimea
region, provided military support to
Bashar al-Assad in Syria and to
Venezuela’s Nicolás Maduro. The US

2018 for alleged interfering with the
2016 presidential elections, pursuant to
EO 13694. In September 2019,
Prigozhin and the IRA were blacklisted
for attempting to influence the 2018 US
midterm elections, pursuant to the
Countering America’s Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) and

Prior to this, on 12 March, five US
senators wrote a letter to Lambrinidis
calling on the EU to work closely with
the US in developing “a more tightly
coordinated sanctions and diplomatic
effort” targeting Prigozhin, his affiliated
companies and agents over their
alleged role in the Kremlin’s “malign
activities” in the US and Ukraine.
US House of Representativ...

EO 13848.
OFAC designation of Prigo...

representatives also call on EU
institutions to align with US sanctions

Both Prigozhin and the IRA were

policies “against common adversaries”

indicted by the DOJ on 16 February

and to “deter further Russian attempts

2018 in the District Court of Colombia,

to subvert Western democracy”.

alongside 12 other Russian nationals

OFAC designation of PMC W...

UK Payment Systems Regulator extends
Confirmation of Payee deadline due to Covid-19
The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator

Directed banks are expected to take

reviewed once the wider impact of

(PSR) published on 20 March an

appropriate steps to roll-out CoP even if

Covid-19 has been assessed. According

update to its plans for the

they do not meet the original deadline,

to the PSR’s Specific Direction 10, which

implementation of Confirmation of

to ensure customers are not

was revised in February, payment

Payee (CoP), announcing that no

disadvantaged by the delays and refund

services providers (PSPs) in the six

formal action will be taken between 31

the victims of fraud if the criminal

largest banking groups were required to

March and 30 June for any potential

activity could have been prevented with

start sending CoP requests and notify

coronavirus-related delays to the

the CoP measures in place.

the payer of the outcome as of 31

roll-out of CoP, provided that banks
ensure appropriate anti-fraud
protection for customers.

March 2020.
The PSR expects banks to implement
CoP as soon as possible and states
that these arrangements will be

36

PSR update
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LEGISLATION

US extends Zimbabwe sanctions regime
The US President announced on 4

of 6 March 2003 imposing sanctions on

and human rights abuses continue to

March the renewal of the US sanctions

certain high-level officials deemed

occur in the country.

regime with respect to Zimbabwe for

responsible for undermining

one year.

Zimbabwe’s democratic processes or
institutions. According to the US,

The national emergency with respect to
Zimbabwe was declared through the
adoption of Executive Order (EO) 13288

“President Emmerson Mnangagwa’s
administration has yet to signal credible

White House press releas...
Federal Register notice

political will” in support of key reforms

US extends Venezuela sanctions regime
The US President announced on 5

adoption of Executive Order 13692 of 8

the national security and foreign policy

March the renewal of the US sanctions

March 2015 in response to the

of the US.

regime with respect to Venezuela for

Venezuelan government’s corruption,

one year.

human rights abuses and media
freedom violations. According to the

The national emergency with respect to
Venezuela was declared through the

notice, the circumstances in Venezuela
have not improved and the domestic

White House press release
Federal Register notice

situation continues to pose a threat to

US renews Iran nuclear-related sanctions
US President Donald Trump announced

proliferation of missiles and other

separate from that declared by EO

on 12 March the renewal for one year

asymmetric and conventional weapons,

12170 of 14 November 1979 pursuant

of the national emergency with respect

its regional aggression networks, its

to the International Emergency

to Iran, declared in Executive Order

support for terrorist groups and the

Economic Powers Act, in connection

(EO) 12957 of 15 March 1995, as

malign activities of the Islamic

with the Iran hostage crisis, which was

amended, and the continuation of

Revolutionary Guard Corps, continue to

last renewed on 12 November 2019.

comprehensive sanctions in response

pose “an unusual and extraordinary

to Iran’s nuclear proliferation threat and

threat to the national security, foreign

support for terrorist groups.

policy and economy of the US”.

According to the notice, the Iranian

The document clarifies that the

government’s actions, including its

emergency declared by EO 12957 is

37

White House notice
US President message to C...
US President notice (12 N...
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CONSULTATIONS

British Columbia consults on developing new
regulatory regime for money services businesses
The Government of British Columbia

for MSBs, which means that such

Responses to the MSB consultation will

launched a public consultation on 6

non-traditional financial services

be accepted until 17 April.

March to develop a new regulatory

providers are at risk of being used to

framework for money services

launder money.

businesses (MSB), as part of wider
efforts to combat money laundering.

This latest consultation was
recommended by the Expert Panel on

Canadian legislation provides that

Money Laundering in B.C. Real Estate’s

MSBs must be registered with the

report published in May 2019, and

Financial Transactions and Reporting

follows consultations on the creation of

Analysis Centre of Canada (FINTRAC),

a central registry of beneficial

however, British Columbia currently

ownership and on modernising

lacks a provincial regulatory framework

mortgage-broker legislation.

British Columbia governme...
BC MSB consultation paper
BC statement – Consultati...

HMRC seeks views on raising supervision and
penalties for UK tax advisers
The UK's HM Revenue & Customs

schemes using the HMRC logo.

(HMRC) published on 19 March a call
for evidence on possible measures for
raising standards in the tax advice
market, including by introducing a
statutory body enforcing regulatory
standards. The deadline for responses
to the consultation is 28 May.
The call for evidence highlights
examples of poor adviser practices
such as defrauding clients and HMRC,
charging high fees for tax avoidance
schemes and advertising avoidance

38

Whether to levy penalties for a
client’s tax errors or avoidance on

The government stated that it will
separately publish a call for evidence on
future approaches to tackling disguised
remuneration tax avoidance schemes.

Areas for feedback include

the adviser instead of, or in addition
to, the client
The scope for professional bodies
to take on a greater regulatory role
in a similar way to anti-money
laundering (AML) supervision

The effectiveness of existing HMRC
interventions and whether there are

HMRC overview

other interventions the government
should be using to tackle poor
performance

Call for evidence
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UK Joint Money Laundering Steering Group
consults on its cryptoasset guidance
Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

determine risk profiles for customers or

Transfer of Funds (Information on the

clusters of customers, products and

Payer) Regulations (MLRs) 2017.

transactions. In addition, the JMLSG
provides details on the application of

On 10 January, cryptoasset exchange
providers and custodian wallet
providers with a physical presence in
the UK became obliged entities, through

customer due diligence measures,
record keeping, suspicious activity
reporting and the monitoring of
international sanctions.

the entry into force of the Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing

The consultation is open for comments

(Amendment) Regulations 2019, and as

until 18 May.

The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

such are required to register with the

Steering Group (JMLSG) published on

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).

17 March a consultation on its new
sector specific guidance on
cryptoasset exchange providers and
custodian wallet providers, as a result
of the amendments to the UK’s Money

The sectoral guidance clarifies the
extended scope of the MLRs, the

JMLSG press release
JMLSG consultation

existing risks in the sector and ways to

Consultation on Huawei Temporary General
License extensions prolonged until 22 April
The US Commerce Department’s

The consultation on the TGL for Huawei

licence extensions and to give

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

Technologies Co Ltd and its non-US

telecommunication services providers

announced on 25 March that it has

affiliates on the Entity List was issued

more time to identify and shift to

extended the public comment period

on 10 March and was due to expire on

alternative sources of equipment,

on the continuing need for, and scope

25 March.

software and technology.

of, any potential extensions to the
Huawei Temporary General License
(TGL) until 22 April.

On 10 March, BIS also announced that
it is extending until 15 May Huawei’s
TGL to enable public input on possible

39

BIS press release
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CASE LAW

ECJ rules in favour of Bulgaria seizing assets
from bank ex-chief accused of €105m theft
shareholder of now-defunct Corporate
Commercial Bank (CCB) and one of 18
people accused of organised crime, is
reportedly the target of the asset
seizure proceedings, according to a
Sofia Globe report.
The ECJ held that EU Council
Framework Decision 2005/212/JHA of
24 February 2005 on the confiscation of
crime-related assets must not be
interpreted as opposing a member
state’s legislation that allows for the
confiscation of illegally obtained assets
The European Court of Justice (ECJ)

The Bulgarian anti-corruption

ruled on 19 March that the Bulgarian

commission had initiated separate civil

authorities can confiscate assets

proceedings to confiscate assets of

linked to the ex-chairman of a

“considerable value” belonging to both

Bulgarian bank who is facing criminal

the chairman, identified as “BP”, and his

proceedings for allegedly

family after finding the source of funds

misappropriating €105 million from

could not be established.

without a criminal conviction.
ECJ press release
Judgment
Sofia Globe story

December 2011 to June 2014.
Tsvetan Vassilev, former majority

India overturns ban on crypto trading
India’s Supreme Court ruled on 4 March

Mobile Association of India. A

The Reserve Bank of India implemented

that Indian banks are allowed to

three-judge Supreme Court bench

the ban due to consumer protection,

provide services relating to

stated that while the central bank had

market integrity and money laundering

cryptocurrency trading, overturning the

the power to take pre-emptive action,

concerns.

Reserve Bank of India’s decision in

the “proportionality” of such measures

April 2018 to prohibit such activities.

was questionable, finding no evidence
of any damage to regulated financial

Several exchanges challenged the ban
in court, represented by the Internet and

40

institutions as a result of
cryptocurrency trading prior to the ban.

Supreme Court ruling
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Grandson of Kazakhstan’s ex-president linked to
UWO concerning UK properties
The NCA secured three UWOs in May

in Panama and Curaçao and a company

2019 for London residential properties

registered in UK overseas territory

purchased for more than £80 million.

Anguilla.

The Agency said at the time that the
real estate is linked to an unnamed
politically exposed person (PEP)
believed to be involved in serious crime.

Aliyev and his politician mother, Dariga
Nazarbayeva, have reportedly denied all
wrongdoing and have said that they can
prove they used legitimate funds for

The three homes, which are held by

their UK property investments.

offshore companies, are suspected of
being acquired with funds embezzled
Transparency International UK

by Aliyev’s now-deceased father Rakhat

announced on 10 March that Nurali

Aliyev, the BBC reported on 10 March.

Aliyev, the grandson of former Kazakh
president Nursaltan Nazarbayev, is
linked to London real estate targeted
by Unexplained Wealth Orders (UWO)
obtained by the National Crime Agency
(NCA) and currently being challenged
in the UK High Court.

A joint investigation by Transparency
International, Finance Uncovered and

Transparency Internationa...
BBC story
NCA press release on UWOs...

the BBC determined that the three
properties were purchased using
“opaque” entities, including foundations

MPs want UK new Magnitsky sanctions to cover
highly corrupt individuals and kleptocrats
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab was urged by 45 British

you to lay before both Houses Magnitsky legislation which

MPs and peers to expand the provisions of the Sanctions

addresses this issue”, states the letter.

and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 to include corruption
as a reason for imposing sanctions on individuals and
entities, alongside gross human rights violations, the
Telegraph reported on 21 March.

The inclusion of corruption in the law would reportedly allow
the UK government to designate authoritarian leaders and
their key financial backers, many of which seek to invest
money and purchase property in the UK.

According to the text of the letter published by Lord David
Alton on 22 March, the MPs are calling for harmonisation of
the UK legislation with the US and Canada’s Magnitsky
sanctions frameworks, “in order to prevent the UK from
becoming a magnet for the corrupt”. “We would strongly urge
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The Telegraph article
Text of the letter
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Spanish authorities accuse football agent
Ramadani and associates of money laundering
Spanish authorities reportedly charged

suspicion that he and his business

International until January, when ‘B’

football agent Abdilgafar Fali

partner Nikola Damjanac laundered

shares held by both firms were

Ramadani and his associates with

more than €10 million through Spanish

reportedly transferred to Ramadani’s

money laundering after making 50

yachts and real estate in 2017. Both

Irish agency Primus.

requests for records from companies,

Ramadani’s and Damjanac’s wives are

football clubs and law firms as part of

also reportedly under investigation,

a probe into the Football Leaks of

along with an unidentified fifth person.

2016, Malta Today reported on 5
March.

Ramadani is also reportedly accused of
evading income tax in Spain by living
there for more than half the year but

The suspected money laundering

paying a large part of his taxes in

operation was allegedly aided by an

Cyprus.

Requests for information were

unnamed firm of tax advisors in Malta,

reportedly sent to Spanish football

where Ramadani’s agency, Lian Sports,

teams that conducted deals with

is tax domiciled. Lian Sports was

Ramadani – including Real Madrid,

reportedly assisted in Malta by E&S

Atlético Madrid, Sevilla and Betis – on

Consultancy and its firm Solv

Malta Today story
Spain’s Guardia Civil pre...

Retired Spanish King Juan Carlos I investigated
for $100m Swiss bank account
Swiss prosecutors are investigating a

lawyer. However, the funds of the

issued a public statement claiming to

bank account owned by the retired

account are said to have originated

have no knowledge of the offshore fund

King of Spain, Juan Carlos I, in

from the Saudi Ministry of Finance at a

in his name and stating that he would

connection with the awarding of a

time when the monarchs of both

renounce his inheritance from his

high-speed railway contract between

countries maintained close relations,

father. Felipe also announced the end

Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia to a

with Swiss prosecutors aiming to

of the annual stipend given to Juan

Spanish consortium, according to an

determine whether the payment was

Carlos, which in 2018 amounted to

article in the Spanish newspaper El

linked to corruption allegations that

€194,232.

País dated 4 March.

have dogged the awarding of the
railway contract.

El Pais article (in Spani...

The bank account came to light after
the former King made a

On 14 March, British newspaper the

multi-million-dollar donation to his

Telegraph reported that King Felipe VI,

former lover, Corinna Larsen, in 2012,

the present monarch of Spain, was

which was documented as an

named as the beneficiary of an offshore

“unsolicited gift” according to Spanish

fund that controls the aforementioned

media citing a statement from Larsen’s

Swiss bank account. In response, Felipe
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El Nacional article (in E...
The Telegraph article (in...
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EU to build an integrated AML system by 2023,
according to leaked Commission action plan
According to a leaked draft of the

requirements, internal controls,

Bringing about EU-level AML/CFT

European Commission’s (EC) new

reporting obligations, beneficial

supervision and carrying out an

anti-money laundering and counter

ownership registers and central bank

assessment of the options for an

terrorist financing (AML/CFT) action

account mechanisms. In early 2021, the

EU-level supervisor

plan, published by Politico on 16

EC will table proposals on the question

March, the EC aims to implement an

of whether to create a new EU entity or

integrated AML/CFT framework by

task the European Banking Authority

2023, adapted to the specific threats,

(EBA) with EU-wide supervision.

risks and vulnerabilities that the EU is
facing. The official publication of the
action plan, which was scheduled for
25 March, has been delayed.
According to the draft action plan, the
EC will propose a legislative package in
the first quarter of 2021, based on
responses to a public consultation. To

Key pillars of the leaked
AML/CFT action plan
Ensuring the effective
implementation of the existing
AML/CFT framework by member

Establishing a support and
cooperation mechanism for
financial intelligence units (FIUs),
with necessary proposals to be
tabled in the first quarter of 2021
Enforcing EU-level criminal law
provisions and information
exchange and strengthening the
AML Operational Network (AMON)

states, competent authorities and

Strengthening the international

obliged entities

dimension of the EU AML/CFT

ensure more harmonisation, the EC

Establishing an EU single rule book

plans to turn parts of the EU’s Fifth

on AML/CFT to facilitate direct

Money Laundering Directive (5MLD)

supervision and limit divergences in

into a directly applicable regulation, in

the interpretation and application of

particular aspects related to the list of

the rules

framework, in partnership with the
Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
Draft AML action plan

obliged entities, customer due diligence

China cracksdown on illegal wildlife trade
through courier and e-commerce companies
China’s Transport Ministry has

China’s State Council published on 28

products, non-governmental

reportedly ordered express delivery

February a report that e-commerce

organisation TRAFFIC announced on 8

companies to enforce its ban on the

platforms have removed or blocked

May 2019.

trade of live animals and other wildlife

more than 750,000 pieces of

products, Al Jazeera reported on 24

information, closed down 17,000 online

March. In a decision adopted on 24

stores or accounts and are monitoring

February, the National People’s

and screening code words used to

Congress Standing Committee banned

illicitly trade wildlife online.

State Council story

Fourteen courier and logistics

Xinhua story on ban

Al Jazeera story

consumption of wildlife listed under the
Wild Animal Protection Law and warned
that it would ban or shut down illegal
business sites and operators, state-run
Xinhua reported.
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companies in China signed a voluntary
code of practice in May 2019 to refuse
delivery of illegal wildlife and related
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